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Beaten hands and fingers after a long day on the rock.
Sometimes “under the surface” means only seeing as far as
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skin deep, other times, it suggests something beyond the
physical, and it becomes up to the individiual to find out
what’s there. Tim Gibson
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LETTERS
The Old and the New
In spite of not having accomplished
any major climbing achievements as of
late, I am inspired to write to the CCAJ
after attending the annual slide shows
by this year’s Ritt Kellogg Memorial
Fund grant recipients. In considering a submission, I realized that not
all alumni might know about the Ritt
Fund and what an incredible opportunity it provides CC students. If you don’t,
please visit the website (rittkelloggfund.
org) to learn about how the next generation of CC climbers are being enabled
to embark on adventures all around
North America.
For me, this year’s slide shows were
fun and rewarding to see. There was
a nice diversity of trips ranging from
a women’s only backpacking trip in
Alaska, ski-mountaineering in Alaska,
fishing in the Tetons, lightweight backpacking the Pacific Crest Trail, canoeing the Yukon River, rafting the Green
River, and climbing in the Bugaboos
and the Cirque of the Unclimbables,
among others. Hopefully, you will enjoy
reading about some of the climbing
trips in this issue of the CCAJ.
As a Ritt Fund recipient in ’95, to
my participation with the Advisory
Committee since ’03, and now as Chair
of the Committee, I am continually
rewarded by the work I contribute and
the connection to the adventures of
the next generation of CC climbers. It
is equally rewarding to help fund and
generally support the efforts that have
gone into this publication, which allows
me to live vicariously and experience
some of the radness that I have had to
leave behind, due to age and parenting
responsibilities.
One thing that I am especially grateful for is the continued inspiration that
I get from the Old and the New – the
amazing achievements, both past and
present, from a climbing community
that is both famous and yet unknown
6
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at the same time. I am also grateful for
the connections in my early days at CC
that helped me start climbing, and also
to the new parnerships and relationships
that keep me going.
My newest partner is John Thomson
(‘07), a Ritt recipient in ’05 and ’06,
and a new participant to the Advisory
Committee. After a single climb warmup on West Point Crack in the Garden
this fall, we were off to the Black for two
different weekends this past October.
Our trips were successful on many different levels, though not without some
typical Black Canyon fear, route-finding
challenges, and dehydration.We followed this trip up with a humbling but
beautiful fall day at Turkey Rocks, and
then a perfectly warm day on Garden
sandstone on the day of the Ritt Fund
slideshows, climbing pitches that I’ve
always wanted to do but have never
done. This new partnership has already
provided memories I’ll enjoy well into
the future, and is sure to continue.
So I encourage everyone to keep in
touch, to reach out to someone old or
new, and to keep the motivation and
inspiration alive: for mid-rangers like
me, still wanting a push the limits and
always in need of a partner, and to newcomers who want to be guided on the
secret granite stashes of Pikes Peak, or
who are willing to drag some old-timers
along on some hard climbing that one
day used to be a walk-in-the-park. I
know that I for one appreciate anyway
that I can give or get it.
So here’s to the Colorado College
climbing community, to the Ritt Kellogg Memorial Fund, and the CCAJ
for helping to keep us all connected!
Cheers!
-Bosier Parsons (‘95)

Safety and Consequence
The drive from Washington D.C.
to New Haven, CT takes roughly 6.5
hours without traffic. Somehow, I found

myself grinding out the last miles almost
two hours ahead of schedule. Feeling
stiff from the drive and the stresses of
work, combined with fast drive, I decided that I would drive straight to the
gym and catch an hour session before
closing time.
After warming up and dispatching
with a few boulder problems, my spirits
were improving. It was late and most of
the other climbers had already called it
a night. For the last few minutes of my
session I felt like climbing a few easy
routes just to move around and soloed
a few 5.7 routes in our sad excuse for
a gym. Just before closing I opted for
one last route, a new 5.8 on the slightly
overhanging wall: a fun jug haul with a
bunch of giant side pulls.
The climb went without incident and
moments after leaving the ground I was
holding onto the steel I-beam some 30
or so feet off the ground. I chalked up
my right hand and started back down.
A move or two from the top of the wall
I stopped on a right hand side pull to
chalk my left hand. With one hand in
the bag the side pull I was gripping suddenly spun and I was off the wall. The
rest happened so fast I could hardly process it, and the next thing I knew I was
lying on my back some 25 feet lower.
It turns out that as I fell my right
foot hung-up on a hold, breaking my
ankle and causing me to sag backward,
landing directly on my back. The next 6
hours were a blur; partly do to the lack
of communication in the trauma room
and the rest from an ample morphine
drip. Three days later I left Yale-New
Haven Hospital with a broken ankle
and a shattered L2 vertebrae; luckily I
escaped un-paralyzed with a three to five
month recovery ahead.
At this point you have all undoubtedly formulated your own opinions about
what transpired and everyone is entitled
to their judgment. The funny thing is
that I, currently and historically, have
always considered myself a very safe

climber. Battling the boredom of my
first few weeks of recovery, I attempted
to come up with some sort of revelation
from my fall: No more soloing, no more
“R” routes, no high balls... some sort of
change in opinion towards my chosen
sport. The reality of the situation is that
I am not sure what I will learn about
all of this. I honestly feel that I simply
got unlucky. I was climbing well within
my comfort range, I was completely
in control, and accidents are just that.
However, there are a few things that I
would like to mention.
At CC, most climbers, myself
included, live for their adventures into
the mountains. Long lines of sweeping
granite transpire, the pitches fall endlessly below, and we adhere to that one
golden rule: speed is safety. We all try
to make up time on the easy stretches,
climbing long run outs with very little
thought about the consequences. I can’t
recall the number of times I have looked
down on a 5.7 hands pitch, unable to
see my last piece, feeling completely
safe. In my mind that night I equated
easy with safe, which is simply not true.
I am in no way telling anyone not to
take risks or that bold climbing is something to be shunned, but am asking you
to decide if the objective is worth it.
My last point is much more pragmatic. We live in a world of incredible
medical advancements, but they are not
free. We participate in an activity that
carries great risk with real consequences.
Please make sure that you protect yourself with some sort of health insurance.
In the bigger picture my injuries were
fairly minimal and my hospitalization
short, however my tab was in the tens
of thousands of dollars. Catastrophic
health care insurance is not that expensive and when the shit hits the fan it
becomes practically free. Be smart out
there...
-Andrew Neuman (‘05)

[This page] Andrew Neuman climbing hard on Butt Bongo
Fiesta (5.13a) before his injury. Rumney, NH. Jared Alden
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
I am a total sucker for climbing
literature. I spend countless hours
reading of past ascents, and flipping the
pages of whatever journal, magazine,
or book has grabbed my attention. In
a way, working on this year’s journal
seemed like an inevetible progression of
my obsession.
It was five year’s ago when I picked
up one of my first climbing publications: Alpinist, issue number 22. The
Mountain Profile on Ben Nevis blew
me away with its pictures of the world’s
greatest climbers tackling sheer walls
of thin ice and rotten rock. I was so
enthralled that I actually stole the issue
from my school library. Its pages became
bent and worn with my every pass, and
my thoughts more gripped.
While the literature captivated me
and left me with grand ambitions for
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pursuits in the mountains, climbing was
among the least important things in my
life. As the years went by, though, something in me kept calling me back to that
inspiration I had found in reading about
climbing and seeing pictures of such
dramatic and rugged mountains.
Two years ago, after my first year at
CC, I relinquished many of my possesions, and, using a summer’s worth
of wages, finally pushed the button on
a life long dream to venture into the
alpine, unsure of what I would find. At
the time, I couldn’t imagine that my
decision would propel me right into the
world of climbing and deep into CC’s
climbing community.
I fell in love with alpinism almost
immediately. Dreams of just geting to
the alpine subsided as I became inspired
by hard routes on sweeping walls of

rock, snow, and ice. With the Cordillera
Blanca as my playground, I thumbed
through old guidebooks looking for
lines both classic and obscure, finding
partners and packing my load accordingly. Thinking back, I’m not sure if
some of my first 5.9 trad leads (with
crampons!) at 20,000ft were among
the safest decisions I’ve made, but, then
again, I’m not sure I would have done
it any differently. Like all of those who
write to and read the Journal, you all
have a story to tell, and I am proud of
the narrative comprising my own.
As one of the current student editors for the Journal and one who spent
substantial time composing this publication, it will reflect many of my own

perceptions about climbing. Having
felt the power of a similar publication
to inspire my own life choices, I feel a
great responsiblity over this publication
in its possibility to affect readers. I am
honored to use your stories and photos
to turn them into a publication that can
provide inspiration. Along with that
honor comes the responsibility, on the
behalf of myself and my fellow editors,
to make this publication as perfect and
flawless as the stories deserve.
This year, the journal sees some major changes: a different format, bigger
and badder pictures, and even advertisements. As Journal founder, Joe Forrester
(‘06), notes, this publication sure has
come a long way since its “rough and
humble” beginnings! As the years go by,
the CCAJ will continue to evolve as a
publication. With each edition we draw

on new inspiration and meet many
challenges along the way. When other
individuals take on our responsibility in
the coming years, there’s no guarantee
that what you see here won’t change. I
do hope, however, that the next lucky
group of students who take on this project understand and appreciate the spirit
of the Journal and improve on it in their
own unique, positive way.
I hope as you look through this year’s
journal you think about why you climb.
What drives you? Is it the mystery, the
adventure, the imagination, the fear?
Maybe something else entirely? Every
story here reflects our innermost desire
to do what we love. So whether you’ve
found the reason why you choose to

climb, or you are still searching, maybe
we can all learn something about each
other and ourselves from the pages to
come.
From myself and all the other editors
who made this year’s journal possible, I
hope you enjoy this editon of the CCAJ
and are as happy with it as we are.
-Erik Rieger (‘12)
[This page] Nathan Brand and Chris
Barlow heading towards Pigeon Spire
with the backside’s of the Howser
Towers in the distance. Tim Gibson
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NORTH AMERICA
From the high alpine mountains of Alaska and Canada, to the

desert, to our own Colorado mountains and beyond, many of us find satisfaction climbing in the playgrounds that North America has to offer. In this
year’s journal, the Southwest continues to play home to many of our climbing adventures. CC crushers Kate Rutherford, Madeline Sorkin, and Emily
Stifler continue to repeat hard free climbs and establish first female free ascents on the most demanding lines. Two teams head to the towering granite
10 CCAJ

spires of the Bugaboos to find splitter perfection in the alpine. Kelly Ryan
deals with guilt, fear, and unrelenting cold on Denali’s Cassin Ridge, and
Kevin Brumach and Michael Wejchert take on some hard winter test-pieces.
Intertwined are the stories of countless others, some recalling their journeys
from close to home, others from far away and on the hardest of routes. Read,
re-read, imagine, and be inspired. What you take in is what you take forth on
your own journey.
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Twisted Dylan, V 5.12-, Journey Through Mirkwood, V 5.12-,
Gibson-Schaffer, III 5.10 (FA), Checkmate, III 5.11+ R (FA), and
Aments Chimney (What the Heck variation), III 5.11 Black Canyon of the Gunnsion, Colorado
Tim Gibson (‘10)

M

y friend Jonathan Schaffer and I aligned our days off
this fall to be able to climb in the Black Canyon during
prime season. After moving to Gunnison three years ago he
has developed a strong affinity for the canyon and his love for
adventuring in the canyon is on par with Layton Kor, Earl
Wiggins, Mike Pennings etc. The style of climbing the Black
Canyon demands perfectly fits Jonny’s personality - obsessive,
bold, and entirely self-sufficient. Because he thrives on oldschool adventure, I am always simultaneously thrilled and terrified to get out with him. We first met at noon and climbed
Ament’s Chimney with a two-pitch variation called What the
Heck. The climbing involved some full body stemming, weaving in and out of massive chock stones and two to three pieces
of protection per pitch. The next day we planned to climb the
Twisted Dylan, which is a linkup of the Dylan Wall (III 5.12-)
and Twisted (IV 5.12-) on the North Chasm View Wall.
Because the forecast called for 40% chance of showers, Jonny
and I were the only two climbers in the canyon both days.
However, as I neared a small pegmatite roof at the end of the
striking right leaning crack of the third pitch, rain began to
fall.
The rain was light but steady. I was inclined to continue
to the top of the pitch and wait it out, but Jonny yelled up
to me to build an anchor and lower. I know that Jonny hates
to retreat, and we had a lot of climbing ahead that would
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not be enjoyable while wet. As I lowered to the end of the
rope, built an anchor with stoppers in pegmatite, pulled the
rope, lowered again and built another anchor, I realized that I
would have had to leave twice as much gear if I had continued
climbing. Furthermore, I remembered that the next pitch was
originally 5.11+ A4 and climbing it while wet would likely be
rather dangerous.
While down-leading the first two pitches I learned that
Jonny refuses to hikes out of the canyon. By the time we
reached the ground the rain had subsided, so we walked
across the Cruise Gully to climb Newberry’s Delight (5.8) on
the Newberry Slabs. The first pitch felt sandbagged at 5.8 as it
jumped into an overhanging off-width, causing me to chicken
wing and send my legs squirming in mid air.
After simul-climbing a couple hundred feet to the top of
the formation, we bushwhacked through typical Black Canyon prickers and ivy to the base of the Peter Terbush Tower
where Jonny had been spying a potentially new line. After
two pitches of moderate climbing on loose rock and one-piece
anchors, we reached the base of a squeeze chimney, which
provided exciting and thought-provoking climbing.
As I reached the top of the tower, Jonny went to investigate
our descent. A few minutes later I saw that he had downclimbed (with our only rope) eighty feet of loose (and very
exposed) fifth class terrain. So I had no choice but to follow. I
was not particularly excited. We were on the edge
of a gully with a thousand feet of exposure on
one side. More bushwhacking, traversing, and
scrambling got us to the Checkerboard Buttress
where we were going to climb the wide and
rarely climbed Lowe Route, but another unclimbed line caught our attention.
The first pitch of the route is ridiculously
steep and connects to a nice looking crack system above. As I racked up, I realized that I had
left our last anchor - two cams and cordelette
- at the top of the Peter Terbush Tower. Once
again, I was not thrilled. I bushwhacked and soloed back up and then back down. Once again,
I racked up and prepared for the first lead.
The climbing looked quite good with decent
face holds and some protection through the
steep first thirty feet. I grabbed the starting
holds and promptly ripped them off the wall.
Using new holds I locked off to a large rail and
ripped off a fistful of large crystals. I downclimbed. Pulling on again I brushed off as much
loose rock as I could and made a couple of

moves to the first potential for gear. I cleaned the loose crystals out of a flared crack twenty feet up and placed an over
cammed #4 Camalot. I tried to move it, but it was stuck and
I was getting pumped, so I down-climbed. I climbed back
up and placed a #3 in the flared crack. It was under cammed.
Once again I down climbed, but when I dynamically went for
the starting hold I felt myself coming off. As I swung out over
the abyss of the very steep gully I imagined the cams ripping
out of the lousy rock, Jonny and myself tumbling hundreds
of feet down the steep gully below. Luckily, I came swinging back, cams still in place, so I climbed back up and finally
committed to the next hard section.
I was already flash pumped and as I traversed left on decent
holds everything I stepped on disintegrated. As I fiddled with
the next gear placement, the pump clock was ticking. I began
shaking and knew there was no way I could hold on to place
anything. “You got it!”, Jonny encouraged. He could tell by
the way I kept looking down at my other protection that I
did not have it. I was off again. This time I came swinging
hard towards Jonny and my face slammed hard against his
hipbone. After I humbly handed the lead over to Jonny, he
casually brushed aside the loose rock and statically made each
move with ease. He was quickly above the steepest climbing
only to find that things did not ease up. He built an anchor at
the base of an apparently straight forward, straight-in, Turkey
Rocks-style crack. I soon learned, though, that the crack was

composed of exfoliating sheets that expanded as if made of
cardboard - hand jams became fist jams, finger-locks became
bad finger-locks. I won’t get into the details of the climbing
because I only remember being scared. I was quite relieved
when I reached the end of the pitch without falling.
As Jonny climbed more exfoliating rock around a corner
he sent down a half dozen meter-scale boulders. I could smell
the sharp odor of pulverized rock as he reached the end of the
rope. As I prepared to simul-climb rain and lightning filled
the sky. I raced through loose rock, massive pricker bushes
and unprotected off-widths to keep pace with Jonny. After
hiking off and sprinting up the gully to the rim it had begun
to grow dark and with dense clouds filled with lightning the
canyon looked more foreboding than ever.
The next week we came back and completed the Twisted
Dylan cleanly and then the next day climbed Journey Through
Mirkwood on the Painted Wall in seven hours.
[Previous spread] Dan Rothberg (‘11) contemplating
the scenery of the Wind River Range, WY. Drew Thayer
[Facing page] Tim Gibson on a ledge with the imposing
walls of the Black Canyon in the background. [This page]
Tim Gibson “riding” a loose block under the crux Roof
of Mordor on his Journey Through Mirkwood. Jonathan
Schaffer
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Pervertical Sanctuary, IV 5.11a The Diamond, Long’s Peak, Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado
Hale Melnick (‘10)

I

n late September, after our respective summer adventures,
Nick Chambers (‘10) and I found ourselves together again
in Denver. Homeless and jobless, we were eager to scale
some rock. We decided on the Diamond in Rocky Mountain National Park for its close proximity, aesthetic climbing, and historic significance. The climbing season was soon
coming to an end and Nick wanted to be on the rock for
his birthday, so we had to move quickly. After a five-hour
shopping trip to REI and two full trips between the Longs
Peak ranger station and the visitor’s center (we had to break
into the ranger station after-hours to get a permit), we were
hiking up the mountain. It was night by the time we reached
treeline, and the wind nearly blew me off my feet. We found
a nice boulder to sleep under at 11,760 ft., ate dinner, and
set our alarm for 3:30 the next morning.
The seriousness of the climb quickly dawned on us early
next morning as the sun rose above Chasm Lake and shined
on the enormous granite face. The Diamond itself is a
1,000ft vertical face on Longs Peak, topping out at an elevation of 14,259 ft., and from the ground it looked enormous.
The approach was littered with talus and snow. By sunrise,
after hiking half a mile in the wrong direction, we found
the start of the North Chimney - the steep gully that leads
to “Broadway” and the start of Pervertical Sanctuary. Nick
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and I decided to solo the chimney (5.4), but halfway up chose
to tie in because of ice and loose rock, which proved to be a
wise decision. As Nick led the last pitch before Broadway, a
foothold broke off, sending a large rock downwards. I waited
below and watched where the rock would ricochet. At the last
second, the rock shot straight towards me. I dove and shielded
my body. The rock hit where I had just stood. Celebrating my
luck, I gave a shout up that I was okay, and then inspected the
belay. All fine except for a huge gash in our only rope, fuck. I
yelled up to Nick and we decided to rap the route.
After almost three full days of preparation, we had to
bail less than 100ft from the start. Physically and mentally
drained, we hiked back to camp and immediately fell asleep.
When we woke up, we decided to try the route again, but
we would need another rope from the car. Lackadaisically we
packed and retreated to the parking lot. Incidentally, a bear
came through our campsite that night and tore into a tent
directly across from us, luckilly avoding ours. The following day, we hiked the five miles to Chasm Lake, meeting our
friends halfway up the trail. As if the gashed rope and bear
weren’t bad enough omens, they informed us that a man had
just died while hiking the Keyhole trail. This tormented us for
an hour or so, but by the time we reached Chasm Lake and
set up camp, we were committed again.
We awoke at 4:00 the next day. Having already learned the route, we started
simul-climbing the chimney in the dark.
By the time we reached Broadway and
the start of the headwall, the sun was
out and the sky was perfectly blue. A
great day to climb. The first pitch (5.9)
was long, loose, and sparsely protected. I
quickly realized that we would not come
close to finishing in our few hours of
sunlight. Nick took the next two pitches
(5.9) up a left-facing corner on solid rock
that would define the rest of the route.
The altitude by the second pitch was
noticeable.
When I reached Nick at the top of the
second pitch, I looked up and mentally
prepared for the two crux pitches ahead:
a 5.11a technical finger and hand crack
followed by a 5.10a off-width. The finger
and hand crack proved exhausting but
well protected. I managed to struggle up

with a few takes and falls. The off-width proved to be more
strenuous. The first half took mostly #3’s, and the second half
took #4’s exclusively. We had two of each size, and in total I
was able to place maybe three other sized piece, which meant
I had to walk the pieces every so often. At times I felt completely immobile, especially in the wider 4” crack. By the time
Nick and I finished these two pitches, we were ready to be off
the wall.
From the ledge we looked down the incredibly exposed
wall and began to apperciate the route’s name. From Broadway to our belay, the wall was either vertical or slightly overhanging, with the ground over 1,000ft below us. Nick led the
final pitch (5.9) to Table Ledge, where we traversed left and
scrambled up to the top of Long’s Peak before sunset.

Due to our fatigue and unfamiliarity with the rappel route,
we decided to hike down the Keyhole route to our campsite.
It was already getting dark as we left the peak. After a few
route-finding issues and a run-in with some friendly New
Jersey campers, we made it back to camp and enjoyed a deep
sleep. The next morning we slogged out of bed and down the
final five miles to the car. Our two-day adventure-turned five
was finally at an end.
[Facing page] Hale Melnick heading up the start of Pervertical Sanctuary. Nick Chambers [This page] David Hoven
climbing in RMNP. Joe Forrester
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The
Princess Cruise
I

have approximately thirty bruises, i tried to count them,

but some blend together, five gobies; one on my ankle, one
on each shoulder, a small one on my
wrist.
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I

feel like

hand, and another on my

i fared pretty well on that huge physical
endeavor called,

thE

Freerider.
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Freerider, VI 5.12d El Capitan, Yosemite National Park, California
Kate Rutherford (‘03)

F

ive years ago, I thought freeing El Cap was an impossible
goal. The huge scale, logistics, and physicality of freeing a
big wall seemed beyond me. Over the years climbing started
feeling easier, I spent more time on big routes, and Madaleine
Sorkin and I built up our endurance together on long routes
like Moonlight Buttress and the Regular North West Face of
Half Dome. Alpine climbing in Patagonia helped my understanding of huge objectives, and I learned to break down my
intimidation by just focusing on one pitch at a time. Just do
the task at hand.
We started up Freeblast (the first section of Freerider)
early on a Monday morning, planning to spend the five-day
workweek on the Captain. A long time, but even though we
had rapped in from the top to get a look at the harder pitches,
we knew we would need time to rest our bodies and use the
shady parts of the day.
The first day on Freeblast
went pretty smooth, the
slabs a bit slow, but soon
we were down climbing
and then up the Hollow
Flake, finding our home for
the night on Hollow Flake
Ledge.
Waking up day two
we were stiff already. We
crawled into the Monster
Crack, successfully wiggling
our bodies up the seveninch wide fissure (make sure
to take two #6’s for this
one!) Photographer Mikey
Schaefer met us at the alcove
and helped haul our bags to
the top of El Cap Spire for a
beautiful bivy.
Day three was exciting, I
fell off the boulder problem
twice before a last minute
change in my sequence to
send it the third try in the
hot sun. Madaleine followed and then I struggled
[Opening Spread] Madeline Sorkin and Kate Rutherford climb a beautiful dihedral high above The Valley.
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my way up the muddy jungle of the sewer-like chimney. All
my clothes were wet and I shivered as I belayed Mad up the
sloppy chimney.
We set up camp on the bivy ledge and planned to stay
two nights. This sloping bivy for two turned into a deluxe
one, as Nick and Cody left a double portaledge stashed for
their send of the Salathe. Mikey broke out the whiskey and
told us we had to finish the bottle...a few sips put us strait to
sleep.
Morning came with high clouds, and the day was perfectly cool for the three 5.12 pitches on the agenda. I had a
minor melt down when I thought my forearms were going
to explode on the first corner. I fell off, I was furious, my arms
hurt so bad. I pulled the rope, and was fine the next go, turns
out it helps to warm up a bit!
Pitch 28 was wet…the
distinct crux of the route
and the last pitch under the
roof of the Salathe headwall.
Madaleine tagged up my
cotton shirt (the only one
I had on) and shoved it in
the key finger locks, eventually soaking up all the water.
Now that my shirt was wet,
and the holds were dry, she
cruised up the knee barring,
lay backing enduro corner.
Thrilled, I followed.
The Freerider route then
traverses left on wild pinches. One of the most exposed
and beautiful pitches, number 29, has no feet and huge
handholds. Unfortunately,
Madaleine broke a crimp all
the way at the end, fell, and
had to aid back up to the
anchor. Still freezing from
my wet clothes, I warmed
myself up by traversing out
left and sending one of my
nemesis pitches. I sat in the
[This page] Kate Rutherford looking steamed after a hard
day on the wall. All photos Mikey Schaefer.

golden evening sun as Madaleine followed, which was perhaps
more scary then the lead. We were sending!
In order to lighten our load, and haul less, we decided to
spend two nights on the block. So we fixed our lines back
to our bivy, drank a touch more whiskey, smiled a lot, and
watched the clouds illuminate with a pink glow.
The next morning is where I got most of my bruises. The
31st pitch (of 35) is rated 10d, but it is wide and steep. I
think I tried harder on that pitch then any other, a 5.12 effort
for sure. I walked my #6 for half an hour, when I finally got
to a hand jam, I felt like we were done.
Some of the things I learned on what we are calling the
“Princess Cruise” up the Freerider are worth sharing:

#2 Leave your unfinished whiskey as rent payment to your
portaledge friends.
#3 Only bring a photographer who is willing to help you
haul! Thanks Mikey!
#4 Even the world’s most popular climbs can be empty…
Make way for the Princesses!
#5 Don’t get intimidated! There is a lot of climbing up
there, take it one pitch at a time, looking up will just make
you want to puke.
#6 Try really hard…of course
#7 Have fun!

#1 Have your friends leave all the food and water at the
first bivy (So sorry they got snowed off...but thanks Katie,
Hayden and Ben!).
[This page] Could one ask for a better bivy ledge? Kate and
Madeline resting high above the valley on their home for
the night [Next page] Kate Rutherford takes on a heinous

off-width high up on the route, the exposure speaks for
itself. All photos Mikey Schaefer.
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The Meemohive, III 5.9+ C2 Monument Basin, Canyonlands National Park, Utah
In Search of Suds, III 5.10 Washerwoman Arch, Island in the Sky, Canyonlands National Park, Utah
Dave Hoven (‘06)

J

oel Irby (‘06) and I drove deep into Canyonlands National
Park on a Friday night to kick-off a full desert style Memorial Day adventure. We had originally planned to try and
climb both Monster Tower and Washerwoman Arch in one
day, so we threw down our bags near the approach for those
towers and grabbed a few winks of sleep.
The wind howled all night, and early the next morning we
decided to bail on our original plans and climb in a place too
deep and dark for those high plateau winds to reach us. We
fixed a line off White Rim and made a full 200 ft. rappel to
the top of a large talus cone that would lead us down into the
mysterious yet majestic Monument Basin. A quick scramble
down the talus cone and a short hike put us right at the base
of the Meemohive formation with shoes full of dark red sand.
Joel headed up the first pitch, which was a fun and awkward 5.9 chimney, which was as sandy as any route either of
us had ever climbed. Every piece of gear was wedged between
hollow sounding mud cakes in suspect crevices amongst
stacked columns of soft Cutler stones. I linked the next two
pitches, which included two or three C2 moves directly above
a large ledge, to a crumbly 5.9 overhang. Joel led us up to the
summit via a fun hand and fist crack over another bulgy roof,
followed by run-out face climbing over more bulges.
The summit provided amazing views of the surrounding
formations, and an ideal setting for indulging in a couple
tins of sardines. The first rap off of the summit was less than
optimal; I would strongly suggest that any party that plans
to climb the route bring a good 30 ft. of extra cord to sling
around the large wobbly block that serves as an anchor atop
the tower. We eventually made it safely to the bottom of the
basin and jugged our way back up to the White Rim as the
sun set over the park.
The next day we headed up to Washerwoman and climbed
In Search of Suds, which is a stellar free-route up beautiful
crack systems to an amazing summit on relatively bullet-proof
rock. After a couple of great climbs, we capped the Memorial weekend off with a few requisite Busch Lights and a nice
swim in the Green River to wash off the lingering red dust of
Monument Basin.

[This page] Dave Hoven pondering if he’s dirty enough yet
on the summit ridge of Washerwoman, Monster Tower
stands across from him. Joel Irby
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Giving It All To Perfection

Indian Creek, Utah

Drew Thayer (‘11)

O

ne in the morning, and I’m crumpled amongst ropes,
water jugs, and a four pound peanut butter jar in the
back seat of a car, succumbing to exhaustion after the morning’s marathon chemisty final. Slowly, the delirium of unit
conversions and logarithms surrender to the London Philharmonic Orchestra’s rendition of “When the Levy Breaks”. The

song blasts through the speakers, and a cold rush of air jerks
me from slumber. With the windows down and the sharp
desert air in my face, I take in a breathtaking sight: rows of
serrated cliffs bathed in silvery moonlight gliding by on each
side. Dan Rothberg (‘11), Gary Sorcher (‘11), Erik Rieger
(‘12) and I howl like wolves into the night. We’ve made it to
Indian Creek, one of the crack climbing meccas
of the world. A welcome refuge that allows my
mind to relax its clench on facts and figures and
ramble freely for a few days.
Block break trips to Indian Creek are something of an institution for climbers at Colorado
College. Rock climbing pioneers Ed Webster
and friends have been climbing there since the
1970’s, when our modern camming devices were
just being developed, and every generation of
CC climbers has done so since. I’ve made the
trip every year during 2nd block break.
As we’re streaming down this luminescent
canyon towards a familiar campsite, passing the
stunted moonshadows of junipers and cottonwoods, I can’t help thinking how this trip
is quite different from my first Indian Creek
block break two years ago. I was a new transfer
student; inexperienced and anxious but eager to
become a rock climber like the “big boys” who
took me. I showed up with ill-fitting shoes, not
enough gear, a rudimentary ability to climb, and
a bewildered sense of awe at the athletic feats
they could perform on these stark, brutal sandstone cracks. This time, by some simple twist
of fate, I’m the older guy. There’s a bin bulging
with shiny metal in the back of the car, which
represents most of my income for the past two
years, and it’s my turn to teach my friends how
to engage in the highly strenuous, admittedly
silly, and ultimately satisfying discipline of crack
climbing.
The beauty of Indian Creek is its simplicity. The camping is free and there’s only one
toilet in the area, so everyone inevitably meets
up in the morning before dispersing to various
crags. Every cliff in the canyon is scored with
dozens of cracks, so a short drive and a scramble
up the talus is guaranteed to earn you a day of
[This page] Editor, Drew Thayer climbs Big
Guy (5.11+), a hard parallel sided off-width
on the Scarface Wall, Indian Creek. Erik
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quality routes. The climbs themselves are what
draw climbers from around the world. This is
crack climbing in its most pure form, perfect
vertical fissures on blank faces with no other
edges, pockets, or footholds to offer a climber
purchase. The brutal simplicity of these cracks
forces you to be creative and accept the inevitable pain as you figure out how to jam fingers,
knuckles, hands, toes, elbows, knees, shoulders,
thighs and whatever it takes to not fall out and
keep moving upwards.
It’s something of a paradox; each crack is
unrelenting and rigid, one line on a blank
wall of sandstone. For each person, however,
it is a different climb, requiring different jams
and techniques based on the subtle details of
anatomy; the thickness of a palm, the shape of
a knuckle, the girth of a fist. Thus, it’s hard to
make comparisons. Next to us a big, brawny
guy sends a hard fist-sized crack but struggles
in frustration on an elegant finger crack that a
smaller woman just cruised. As I watch, I curse
my narrow hands on the crack I’m currently
working as they rattle uselessly in the gaping
maw of rock.
Each climb is a unique challenge for every
individual willing to try. The way you climb
a particular route belongs to you despite the
thousands of people who will also try and possibly succeed. It is this paradoxical quality of
desert cracks, how an ancient, apathetic slot
in stone can offer you a challenge that only
you will truly know, that makes the long drive,
bleeding knuckles, sore hands, and skinned
elbows worth it.
So we let the desert soak us up in its sunny
warmth and tested ourselves on the splitter
cracks, confronting the mental barrier of leading above gear, re-visiting old nemesis’s where
we had failed before, and trying bold lines we
used to think were beyond us. I’m always impressed with how easy it is to lose yourself in the
aroma of sun-baked sage and the mesmerizing,
chocolate-colored cliffs, how easy it is to keep
giving everything, over and over again, on these
perfect cracks.

[This page] Editor, Erik Rieger enjoying
jam after jam on the infamous Supercrack
(5.10+), Indian Creek. Luke Rasmussen
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Lightning Bolt Cracks, III 5.11-

North Six Shooter Tower, Utah

Elena Mihaly (‘07)

I

t was a cloudless, amazingly hot and dry desert day – the
sky a perfect, seamless sheet of azure blue. The contrasting glow of the orange sandstone completed my favorite
color combination. Dana Larkin (‘05) and I hiked with glee
towards the seemingly insurmountable cone of talus that
forms the base of the tower. It should be noted that neither
of us had ever climbed a tower in Indian Creek, that neither
of us had really rock climbed for the past six months, nor had
we even seen each other during that time. And so it went that
we, giddy with the presence of each other, me singing a Walin’
Jennys tune, Dana adorned with a glittering pink tiara, forgot
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a few important items.
The first missing item was the topo; interesting. We craned
our necks back the way one does when sitting too close to
the screen at a movie theatre. We could just see the first few
pitches of the Lightening Bolt Cracks. We peered up trying to
size the width of the cracks above. I reached for the rack to
get some .5 Camalots to protect the finger crack that I knew
was the route’s crux right off the ground. Funny thing is, apparently the .5’s were still resting back at camp, wrapped in
the forgotten topo. More interesting. I tied into the sharp end
anyways – I didn’t fly from Vermont and ride the Amtrak for
9 hours to let this dream be deferred by a little extra
spice factor.
I completed the first pitch in desperate form.
Sloppy feet were followed with expletives aplenty,
“When did I sign up for this fucking shit!”. Dana followed me up in equal thrashing style. I couldn’t help
but laugh when the elastic band of the tiara started
to annoy her and she ripped off her glittery pink
flair and threw it like a dirty, wet rag down to the
ground. She writhed through the last OW moves to
reach me at the first belay, exhausted, and dripping
with sweat. Even more interesting.
Things didn’t get any easier for us. Quite frankly,
the route kicked our asses. After exerting all of our
energy reserves to wrestle up the first pitch, we both
hung, pulled, French freed, and aided our way up.
We were in no shape to be pulling wide #3 cracks
through bulges. The sight of our thrashing torsos
slowly scaling the not-so-tall tower was the visual
antithesis of Colorado College’s pride and glory:
Renan Ozturk (‘02), who can be seen gracefully
soloing up the route in Peter Mortimer’s (‘97) film
“Return to Sender”.
And yet we powered through, scraping our knees,
skinning our elbows, bruising our thighs (yes, this
is possible when you get physical enough –Turkey
Sandwich anyone?), and making alternate yelps of
pride and whimpers of fear. Sand grains stuck to
the bottom of my shoes becoming mini fulcrums
on which I unstably slid. We cheered each other on,
however, “Allez! Allez! Pull that cam today! Allez!”,
and ultimately made it to the summit with an exuberant high-five.
As I write this I sit in my dear friend Caroline’s
living room in Boulder, about to reluctantly board
a plane back East. I arrived at her house early in the
afternoon, but prolonged taking a shower until after
midnight. It was my way of holding on to the desert
as long as I could – wanting to keep those orange

particles of sand on me as long as possible. In the shower,
I watched with some sadness as the water turned a murky
brown. As the dirt washed away, I felt the freedom, open
spaces, beauty, aridity, friendship, simplicity and solitude
under skies of shooting stars wash away as well.
Sleeping indoors was odd that night, and I missed the
usual stickiness of my skin, the dirt lines between my wrists
and hands, the residual glue of the tape gloves. I have the rest
of my life to feel smooth under the covers.

[Facing page] Words from Edward Abbey find their way
onto Elena’s dashboard as a reminder of what life and
climbing has to offer, “..Breathe deep of that yet sweet
and lucid air, sit quitely for a while and contemplate the
precious stillness, that lovely, mysterious, and awesome
space.” Maybe you, too, are looking for that calm mystery
through these adventures on rock. [This page] Sunset over
The Creek with the Six Shooter Towers in the distance.
Erik Rieger

Sorcerer’s Apprentice, II 5.11c,
HoneymoonChimney, III 5.11a, and Fine Jade, III 5.11a Moab, Utah
Various Activity South Platte and RMNP, Colorado
Mike Wejchert (‘08)

T

here was a bit of a CC Reunion in the desert but that’s
nothing new. I suppose it started with Elena Mihaly
(‘07), Caroline Alden (‘07) and myself going to the new
rock gym in Boulder, where I was promptly shunned by the
aforementioned due to my t-shirt. Supposedly Prana is more
en vogue there than “Sometimes when I’m drunk I make
mistakes” (A moose fucking a log) attire. Joe Forrester (‘06)
then called to say he wanted to go sport climbing, which was
utter bullshit, and we ended up postholing in rock shoes after
climbing a new route on some godawful podunk South Platte
dome. No surprise there.
Chris Barlow (‘04), who is still a student - graduation
pending - according to the Ritt Kellogg Fund, Joe and myself
had a day climbing at Thunder Dome, which was great. Joel
Irby (‘06) and I failed in the RMNP parking lot attempting to
climb Womb With a View (WI5 M6) and finally Nate Popik

(’08) and myself, pale and sickly from all that rainy New
England living, drove out from The Springs in Carol, my
Toyota Corolla cum Millenium Falcon, ending up in a ditch
on the Indian Creek road with Pavement eerily blasting in the
background. Finally. we met Dana Larkin (’05), Elena Mihaly,
and some other CC folks who were kicking around. We did
one or two days in the Creek and Popik and I headed off to
climb towers. It was all great fun. We climbed the Sorcerer’s
Apprentice, which Nate found enjoyable, I found scary, Honeymoon Chimney, one of my favorites, and Fine Jade, to name a
few; all very good, interesting desert routes that reminded me
there’s no easy way up towers.
We had enough tiny mishaps by the time we drove back to
Colorado, and I was jittery from too much climbing, so my
remaining week on the road was spent enjoying CC’s hospitality and far too many Tecate and limes with Dan Crossey.
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Desert Shield, V 5.11a C3 Zion National Park, Utah
Erik Rieger (‘12)

I

was surprised to be awoken at a 3AM roadside bivy outside
of Zion by lights and the sound of a car coming to a slow
stop. My first thought of course being that a big ol’ country
fella was going to get out, turn me over, and press the cold
barrels of a shotgun against my back. Absolutely terrified,
I nudged Dave Hoven (‘06) and Joe Forrester (‘06) as the
dark figure approached, his flashlight shining in my face. A
rigid face appeared from behind the light and soon unveiled
himself as a police patrolmen. After we explained that we
were just a bunch of dirtbag climbers who’d be packing out
in a few hours, the officer wished us all a good night and
good luck on our climb. Phew…thanks for the scare buddy.
We didn’t sleep much after that and soon after we were on the
road again.
Zion itself is a spectacular canyon with majestic red and
orange walls, all of which seem to draw upon the eternal
climbing spirit. Climbers have described the canyon as a true
desert paradise, one of the world’s most intimidating big wall
destinations, and even the “land of god”. Entering the mouth
of the canyon, we drove slowly as swirls of colorful fall leaves

danced on the road, our necks craned upwards at the imposing stone. Our objective lay directly across from the infamous
Moonlight Buttress and, as we geared up below, it was obvious
by looking up at the overhanging headwall that our Thanksgiving ascent of the Desert Shield would not disappoint. We
packed the haul bag with all of the Thanksgiving necessities:
bratwurst and buns, canned sardines, charcoal, whiskey, and
beer. Certainly not a traditional holiday dinner in any sense
of the word, but then again, spending a night on the fourth
pitch bivy ledge wouldn’t come much closer.
Dave and I hauled the pig at each belay, while Joe followed
closely making sure it wouldn’t become lodged in any of the
vegetated terrain. The most eventful part of the lower pitches
came on the crux free pitch, which required some shenanigans
on Dave’s part to get past one of the bolts on the 5.11 slab.
After arriving at the bivy ledge, Joe and Dave continued up
to fix the two short pitches below the headwall so we could
quickly jug up in the morning.
The night was spent eating bratwurst, courtesy of the hanging charcoal grill bolted onto our Cadillac-sized bivy ledge,

and overall the meal more closely resembled what someone
might eat at Oktoberfest. Across the canyon, we watched
as headlamps caressed the opposing wall in the quiet starry
night. What route are they on? They’ve been penduluming for
an hour. Can they not find the rappel anchors? Our worries,
however, quickly turned to exuberance as resounding yells of
“Happy Thanksgiving!” were shouted back and forth across
the black expanse.
Our second day on the route felt like a true day in the
alpine with cold late-fall temperatures and some very exposed
climbing that included an airy free-hanging jug up the overhanging headwall. My nerves engaged as I entered the void.
If Joe lowers me out too fast, he’ll send me on the King Swing. It’s
just air up here. I’m climbing into space.
I really shouldn’t make it sound too bad, though, because I
ended up enjoying the exposure plenty! Joe followed, and met
Dave and I at the belay, where we then endured a cold twohour hanging belay as Dave aided up a thin seam that splits
the otherwise blank headwall. The suffering was only temporarily relieved when Joe hung his large Jolly Roger flag below
us and a large influx of cars began stopping below to catch a
glimpse of what they thought was probably a death defying
52
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feat. It was just like The Garden, only higher up. “The tourons really enjoyed that one”, said Joe.
Joe took the final hard C3 pitch and we rapped down
quickly to the bivy ledge as night approached. I can’t remember if we just chucked the pig (haul bag) down to the road or
lowered it. I think the former sounds much cooler, though,
and when recounting the climb I try to imagine our large grey
bag’s graceful descent, sailing down to the road in a blidning
fury.
Unfortunately, Dave’s rope got stuck on one of the rappels
and we were forced to cut it due to the darkness. Despite the
mishap, we were soon down and walking through the canyon
back to the car. To cap off the adventure, we stopped in Virgin for dinner where we let loose at an Asian buffet. Then it
was back to the middle of nowhere for another roadside bivy
in the desert.
[Facing page] Erik enjoys his first free hanging jug. Joe
Forrester [This page, left] Joe Forrester at a hanging belay.
Who said the alpine and the desert can’t be similar? Erik
Rieger [Right] The Jolly Roger hanging high in all its wallpirate glory. Joe Forrester
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Finger of Fate, V 5.9 C2 The Titan, Fisher Towers, Utah

Phantom Sprint, IV 5.9 C2+ Echo Tower, Fisher Towers, Utah

Joel Irby (‘06)

Dave Hoven (‘06)

D

ave Hoven (‘06) had just uttered the phrase that he
repeats every time we are on our way out to a desert
adventure. “I can’t wait to get as dirty as possible!”
A casual observer might actually think he enjoys the dirt of
Utah more than the climbing. I still haven’t decided if that is
true or not. On this particular trip we had our sights set on
the mighty Titan. It is reportedly the tallest freestanding sandstone tower in the US, and we had been itching to get its sand
in our eyes for quite some time. On the drive out, we made
our traditional Grand Junction Wendy’s stop to guarantee
good luck for the climb, and upset stomachs on the approach.
We rolled into the Fisher Towers parking lot by midnight
and were up at four the next morning. The approach was one
of our better Fisher Tower hikes in the dark; I think we only
got lost twice. Breakfast, consisting of cold Wendy’s double
cheeseburgers, was served at sunrise at the base of the route.
The first lead was mine, and it consisted of fairly straightforward aid with a touch of funky free climbing thrown in.
The crux was definitely running out of slack every time Dave
fell asleep at the belay. This route recently had the anchors
re-bolted, which definitely helped with our peace of mind.
Dave’s turn was next, and he linked the next two pitches up
numerous flared pin scars. The next two pitches were mine,
and I had the joy of aiding/freeing a very nice flaring offwidth.
By this point, we were at the duck on the shoulder of the
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tower and had 2-3 pitches to reach the summit. It was getting
pretty late in the day (no one has ever accused Dave and I of
being fast climbers), but we decided to go for it and planned
on doing the rappels in the dark. Dave linked the next two
pitches fairly quickly, but the last aid pitch proved to be quite
a bit more difficult. Finally, after some lasso trickery Dave
reached the top. I jugged the line as fast as possible and soon
joined him on one of the most spectacular summits I have
ever been on. We let loose our traditional desert tower war
cry, ate a can of mustard sardines, and prepared to get down
as fast as possible.
Rappelling off the tower turned out to be surprisingly
casual for a night descent in the Fisher Towers. Big thanks go
out to whoever replaced the anchor bolts. When we reached
the base of the route, we decided to continue rappelling down
the unknown wall below us so that we could avoid hiking the
mile around the base of the tower back to the main trail.
This turned out to be an anxiety-inducing decision. I
wasn’t too keen on rapping into the dark unknown below,
but luckily Dave saved my pride by volunteering to go first.
He set off, and I was very relieved to hear an “Off rappel!” a
couple of minutes later. Three sketchy rappels later, we were
finally on terra firma. We reached the car by about midnight
and celebrated another successful desert adventure. Well, it
was successful until we both woke up the next morning lying
in the middle of an enormous ant pile.

T

he Titan was just enough to wet our appetite for more
Fisher’s fun so a few weeks later we headed back for a go
on Echo Tower’s famous line, Phantom Sprint. The Finger
of Fate route is frequented too much to supply the level of
Moab dirtiness needed to satiate our appetite for grunge, but
Phantom Sprint was the perfect recipe.
Our approach went pretty well, although I managed to
smash my helmet while hucking my pack down a sketchy
fifteen-foot downclimb. Joel fired up the first pitch in a mere
two hours, which is actually pretty quick for us considering
it is a 190 foot pitch of C2. While Joel was on lead we saw
several paragliders take the leap of faith from the “Top of the
World” area and come floating down around the towers. One
guy barely missed a collision with the Kingfisher and then
buzzed the summit of Ancient Art close enough to make me
want to vomit as I watched.

I took the second pitch which was cruiser C1 on uncharacteristically solid Fisher’s rock and splitter cracks. Joel headed
up pitch 3 making excellent time, then slowed slightly on the
more difficult traverse section (we both thought it to be the
aid crux). The 4th pitch was a fun/sketchy combo of moderate free moves and tricky but solid aid. The infamous offwidth
at the end of the pitch wasn’t too bad, and I was able to link
up with the final bolt ladder pitch. Joel met me on the summit shortly after, right as the sun set. We howled at the rising
moon a couple of times and set up for the rap down. All went
well on the descent and we were back at the car by 9:30.
[Previous page] Phantom Sprint, a modern Fisher’s classic, and favorite of many, ascends the left skyline of Echo
Tower on the left. Erik Rieger

Finger of Fate, V 5.9 C2 The Titan, Fisher Towers, Utah
John Thomson (‘07)

B

ack-to-back fall climbing trips to the Black Canyon,
including one that involved a bail from approximately
1200’ up The Painted Wall, left me longing for some higher
quality rock. Naturally, I phoned aid climbing partner and
fellow cynic Matthew Hegeman to see when he could meet
me in the Fisher Towers. Our target was the Finger of Fate,
the mega-classic Kor/Hurley/Ingalls aid route on the Fisher’s
highest tower, the Titan. Hegeman bit, and a couple of days
later we met up in the Fishers campground armed with cases
of Coors Light and more gear than one could feasibly lift
without outside assistance. Liquid courage convinced us to
pair the rack down to little more than a standard desert free
rack - two-and-a-half sets of cams, a couple of sets of stoppers
including offsets, three small tricams, a few tie-offs.
The next morning we fueled up on coffee, briefly commented on how much it rained the night before - probably
not a good sign when climbing in the Fishers - and set off towards the base of the Titan. Our plan was to fix the first three
pitches on day one, return that evening to the campground to
drink our damaged psyches back to full-strength, and finish
the route on day two. I led off, a mellow aid pitch plugging
cams and making the errant free move. Things were looking
pretty good when Hegeman started pitch two, the crux of
the whole route. It soon, however, became painfully obvious
that last night’s storm was not yet finished - the morning’s
benign clouds developed into a legitimate thunderstorm that
afternoon, and with it a vicious wind arrived that seemed like
it would rip us clear off our exposed position. Hegeman was

mid-lead when the skies opened and he brilliantly finished the
pitch. We rapped down and slogged back to camp completely
soaked, our tails between our legs. As a slow learner, I have
nearly always been blindsided by storms in the desert. Even
after experiencing so many similar storms, I have yet to appreciate how such an idyllic environment can turn violent and
hostile in an instant.
Nevertheless, the skies cleared overnight, we woke early,
and had jugged to the top of the fixed lines by mid-morning.
Lucky for us the climbing on the upper pitches was rumored
to get easier. I set off from the belay on a wildly exposed
traverse to some delicate aid over a roof that consisted of two
fixed tricams (how they held my body weight is beyond me,
they each looked like they were in nothing but old sand) and
ramming a #2 Camalot in a blown-out pin scar the way #2s
were not designed to be used. From there we had four more
mostly short pitches: a French-free off-width pitch; a grovelly
chimney; and some delicate thin aiding. The last real pitch
was an exposed arête of mostly new bolts and old drilled
angles. The old protection gave me the pleasure of living
out one of my secret fantasies of life as a cowboy - lassoing a
drilled angle sufficiently out of reach when standing in my
top-step. A quick 4th class pitch delivered us to the summit,
where we celebrated over Coors Light, and also left one intact
on top for the thirsty climber who comes after us. A handful
of rappels later, we were back on the ground, telling ourselves
that the rock really wasn’t that bad, nor the climbing really
that scary.
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Levitation 29, IV 5.11c, Inti Wantana, IV 5.10c,
Black Orpheus, IV 5.10a, Crimson Chrysalis, III 5.8+,
and Johnny Vegas to Solar Slab, IV 5.6 Red Rocks, Nevada
Andrew Neuman (‘05)

A

fter four years off the rock you don’t come back feeling
quite as strong as when you last tied in, you don’t have
climbing partners lined up, and your head just isn’t in the
game. “At least you never forget how to rock climb”, said
Chris Barlow (‘04).
“So you are back in the game?” asks Joe Forrester (’06). “I
guess so”, I replied. “Great! How far are you from Red Rocks?
I have big plans…”, laughs Joe.
It turned out that after climbing in Africa, Joe had taken
some time off as well and was ready for an adventure. Our
plan was to make an off the couch
one day accent of the Resolution Arête (V 5.11 or 5.9 A2). It
seemed ambitions but, “Hey, epicing is fun, right?”, I thought.
We planned our trip and when
the time came the forecast was
for snow and rain in Vegas, not
mention that Mt. Wilson was still
covered in snow. It was a no go on
the route and out of nowhere Joe
made an unheard of call, dropping
cams for draws, and I started driving east. Ten hours later my dog
and I staggered out of the truck,
staring at the Enchanted Tower in
New Mexico. Joe and I had a blast
and both of us started getting back
into climbing shape despite less
than ideal temps. I decided that
before spending an excruciatingly
uncomfortable open bivy looking
down on Sin City, we should do
some training.
While Joe and I were clipping bolts (and freezing) we had
some time to discuss the process of vetting new climbing partners. This discussion had particular meaning to me because
my partner list for long routes, excluding CC, was nonexistent. I had climbed with a girl named Tia who claimed to
like traditional climbing, but didn’t lead and had yet to cross
the 400’ mark. Joe had only two things to say, one, “Are you
trying to sleep with her?” and “If you want to know if she can
handle big routes, just throw her in the pain cave and see how
she handles it.”
A few weeks later, I was making the drive to Red Rocks for
Tia and I’s trial run. We made the four-hour drive arriving
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at the gates of the park at 3am, just enough time for a nap.
Our plan was to make a repeat accent of Crimson Chrysalis
that day and pending results, step it up with Black Orpheus
the following day. With Joe’s advice in the back of my mind I
started our hike setting a brisk pace. The first few pitches fell
without incident. Unfortunately we couldn’t keep pace with
the sun, and the route fell into the shadows, with which the
temps dropped drastically. At about half height I wasn’t sure
that we would make it. I had already given away my extra
layer, our pace was slowing, and it appeared that pain cave
was looming disastrously close. We
topped out, basking in the last rays
of sunlight, said little, and started
rigging the rappel. A hot belay
device had never felt so good.
The next morning we decided
that we would have a skills day and
work on our efficiency on a longer
more moderate route. Tia had
passed the trial by fire, but now we
needed to get our systems down.
We spent the day on a dozen lovely
pitches linking Johnny Vegas into
Solar Slab, a classic that I had never been on. On the last pitch we
caught a guided party and decided
to team up for the many raps to
come. It turned out that the guide
had crossed paths with numerous
CC climbers and had one thing to
say “...It most be something in the
water, because all of you crush”.
While Tia and I had fun, she
was not the partner for the harder,
longer mountain routes I was hoping to climb. A few more
weeks in the gym and I met a climber from Colorado Springs.
While our colleges were different, Colorado College and the
Air Force Academy, we decided that we could put our differences aside. Having a similar goal in the Needles and Sierra,
I retuned to Red Rocks. It was harder to find a route that
neither of us had climbed that was still in the moderate range.
We settled on a long-standing objective of both of ours, Levitation 29. Despite the reputation of the approach being far
harder than the route, we arrived at the base without incident.
We had agreed to swing leads and I won the coin toss, which
meant that I got two of the three 5.11 pitches but not the

technical crux. While we had hoped for a team onsite, we fell
slightly short of our goal; Eric took on the crux and I broke a
foothold on my second 5.11 pitch. As always the real fun was
on the way down. We were told that a single 70m rope would
get us off the route, which it did, but I have never experienced
such a rope stretcher. All in all our alpine future looked good.
With the big objective out of the way and still two more
days left in our trip our schedule was wide open. We started
off by climbing Inti Wantana. Just like many other routes in
the park, the approach proved to be the most intimidating
and challenging part of the day. With a low crux, and more
bolts than expected, we made short work of the 1,400-foot

Zenyatta Entrada, IV 5.4 C3

route. Lots of laughs and stories about routes in Colorado occupied us as we made our way back to our packs.
On our last day at in the park, we decided that we should
continue with our positive momentum and get in one last
route. Having never climbed Black Orpheus and knowing
that the decent was supposed to be challenging at the least, I
was happy to have someone along who had already done the
route. We opted to simul-climb the middle 500 feet of the
route, which allowed for plenty of time to pick our way down
the slabs and make it back to the truck looking forward to
battling hours of traffic on our way back to LA.

Arches National Park, Utah

Joel Irby (‘06)

A

rches National Park reminds me of my all-time favorite
sandstone climbing spot: The Garden of the Gods. They
both offer amazingly fun routes, soft and sandy rock, and
the opportunity to be scared out of your mind while simultaneously being stared at by a minivan full of tourists.
It had been a while since I had climbed in Arches, so I
jumped at the idea when Dave Hoven (‘06) suggested we
make a weekend trip to try Zenyatta Entrada. It is a spectacular route on the prow of a long tower called the Tower
of Babel. We made our standard Friday night drive to the
desert, and managed to find a little pullout right by Arches
to sleep.
Morning, as always, came much too fast, and we soon
found ourselves parked near the base of the route. The route
definitely gets pleasure points for the extremely short approach. Shortly after sunrise I had started up the first pitch
of the route. I wasn’t quite awake, but luckily it turned out
to be a pretty casual start to the day. Dave led the next pitch,
which went quite quickly as well. Pitch three turned out to
be a bit more zesty for me with quite a few placements that
were very flared.
I accidentally stopped at an intermediate belay, so Dave
was lucky enough to lead the second half of my pitch as
well as the crux fourth pitch. He cruised the crux without
problem, except for blowing out the cable on a fixed stopper.
I cleaned the pitch with extreme difficulty, and then set off
on the final aid pitch of the climb.
Before long I was at the top and all that remained was a
short summit pitch. A few minutes later we were on top of
another beautiful desert summit, gazing at all the towers that
still need to be climbed.

[This page] Joel racking up early in the morning. [Next
page] Joel Irby and Dave Hoven rack up below the Tower
of Babel; a bluebird day for a seige on the perfect
orange stone. Photo courtesy of Jeff Long.
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FA, Sandias Mountains, New Mexico
-Lee Brinckerhoffer (‘00)

M

y friend Matt Lawry had been bugging me
for months about helping him out with
a new line he had spied on the Trundle Wall in
the Sandias. Having a two year old and a wife,
though, means that there is something about her
not getting to climb and having to take care of the
little one while I was out playing, that didn’t go
over well. After putting Matt off for too long, he
eventually headed out with some friends, Kevin
and Gus to do some recon, cleaning, and drilling
on the project. The route spanned three pitches of
mostly overhanging terrain and paralleled the only
other route on the wall, Top Flight. Matt’s bugging
reached a high point when he needed another person to wield a hand drill and a more experienced
lead climber, as it appeared the route was going to
be fairly difficult.
When I finally got out with Matt it was a clear
and very warm day, but luckily the wall faces SE
and by the time the sun comes over the crest of
the Sandias it is only in the sun for an hour or
so before it goes back into the shade. Rapping in
I could see the excitement and anticipation on
Matt’s face, as he had already spent a day and a
half working on the route. I was hopeful, but wary
of what all that FA-fever Matt had in him…“It’s
better than Hueco…The rock is as good as Yosemite!”. There’s no way. Yeah, right Matt. Yet, with
most of the heavy lifting and cleaning completed
I was pleasantly surprised with the quality of the
stone and some of the features that it climbed.
As we continued rappelling we passed over the
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centerpiece of the route, a sweeping corner that starts off
slabby and heads into a double overhanging corner that
pinches off just below the anchors. While on rappel we did
more cleaning and placed bolts in the areas that weren’t gear
protected. Overall, the terrain was very cool, with some of
the classic Sandia’s hollow-like rock, roofs, and some thin and
spicy corners protectable only by small brass nuts. We finished
preparing the project by the early afternoon, and although
pretty beat from the hand drilling, we decided to try and send
the route anyway.
Matt started up the first pitch clipping fresh bolts while
pulling on jugs and flakes, finishing with a mantle and some
giants steps to the anchor. I lead the second pitch and managed to scrape through the steep upper section that involved
a difficult transition out of the corner to the arête and back
into the corner past the pitch’s lone bolt. Matt had trouble on
this section while following and decided that since he had not
inspected the third pitch that I should lead it. I cast off feel-

ing a little sketchy as we did not bring any gear big enough
for the first corner of the pitch. The second corner went
smoothly but the nerves were still on edge as I’ve never gotten
fully comfortable with the concept of leading out over a roof
protected by brass nuts. I continued up through the third
awkward corner and onto the hollow rock face. Here I was
faced with the decision of moving right into the corner, which
was going to be easy but with heinous rope drag, or head up
the face covered in rock lettuce and into unknown run-out
territory. I chose the corner and we topped out successfully.
Matt would return a few weeks later to add some finishing touches to his project and take his revenge by leading the
whole route from the ground up. As for me, my climbing
plans continue to be interrupted by poopy diapers.
[Facing page] A hand drawn topo of the route. [This page]
Route developer Matt Lawry follows up to the third pitch
on some desperate looking features. Lee Brinckerhoffer
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The Bugaboos
Spires of piercing granite jet up between icefalls and widening crevasses.
They reach toward the sky like our beaten fingertips: hard and weathered.
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The Beckey-Chouinard, TD+ 5.10 South Howser Tower, Bugaboos, BC
Fingerberry Jam, D+ 5.12- Fingerberry Tower, Bugaboos, BC
Sunshine Crack, D+ 5.11, The Power of Lard, TD 5.12+/13- Snowpatch Spire, Bugaboos, BC
Chris Barlow (‘04)

I

’m not ashamed; I like sport climbing. I like a brief walk
to a cliff where I can throw out my rope on a tarp, clip fat
bolts every few feet, and lower back to the ground after each
pitch. I like to be comfortable and feel relatively safe when I
climb.
It was in this kind of environment – crags and often indoor
climbing gyms – that Nathan Brand (‘11) , Tim Gibson
(‘10), and I began our climbing threesome. Our climbing
partnership involved casual late-morning starts, light packs,
big numbers, and lots of sport whippin’ (hence our expedition title: Mixed Mammals - Desert Rats and Handogs take
on the Bugaboos). The absurdity was not lost on us as we tied
in together at the base of Paddle Flake Direct (III 5.10+), our
warm-up route on Crescent Spire, which we realized would
be the first time the three of
us would share a belay ledge.
As we topped out a few hours
later, the thunderheads over the
Howser Towers gently reminded us that we were not at Shelf
Road.
Over the next sixteen days,
we honed our mountaineering
skills fairly well. The crux of
most days was figuring out how
to strap our crampons onto
our boots and reminding each
other to hold the ice axe pick
facing away from our legs. We
played ice axe golf, experimented with snowfield parkour, and
explored the mountaineering
boot bouldering opportunities.
In between our antics, we
managed to climb some brilliant routes, too. After climbing some of the shorter routes
in the Crescent Glacier area,
we packed up our stuff and
hiked over to the remote East
Creek Basin where we climbed
the Beckey-Chouinard on South
Howser Tower. Even at its relatively modest 5.10 rating, the ‘Nard is a massive route – 2700’
vertical feet of outstanding cracks and faces.
With our three-man team (and the five other parties on the
route), it did share a similar social feel with Turkey Rocks or

Shelf, but again, the looming bergschrund guarding the final
rappel kept us from becoming complacent - and from expecting to finish our day with a burrito from Chipotle.
Nevertheless, as we descended the final snowslope to camp,
we were rewarded with a magnificent sunset over the rugged
Canadian mountains. Our soup mix and potato pearls didn’t
taste like a carnitas burrito, but they satisfied us nonetheless.
Wanting to explore more of the inspiring towers in East
Creek, the next day we ventured up to Fingerberry Jam, a
shorter, more technically difficult route that seemed to offer
a less adventurous outing. Fingerberry’s first three pitches, all
5.11-5.12, were aesthetic and challenging with just enough
features and protection to make it fun and manageable. The
crux third pitch featured an improbable traverse across a near-

[Facing page] The Minaret, an inspiring sub-tower on
South Howser Tower. [This page] Nathan Brand enjoying a
huge choice of splitters. Tim Gibson
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[Facing page] Nathan heading up perfect white
granite on the Crescent Towers. [This page, left] A
crowded belay clmbing as a team of three. [Right]
Tim Gibson leading on bullet granite with perfect weather. Chris Barlow
ly holdless slab ending with a dynamic kick-through
ninja move into the next crack. After the supposed
rappel route didn’t materialize, we scrambled, rappelled, and elbow-glissaded back to the base, again
descending to camp at sunset. Nathan’s words summed it up
best: “There aren’t any easy jugs in the Bugaboos.”
We headed back to the Crescent Glacier and Applebee
Campground where we had left the rest of our food and
equipment. We’d been in the Bugs for only ten days and were
feeling fortunate for the generally good weather and our success on several big routes. After romping up the incredible
Sunshine Crack (IV 5.11) we wanted to push ourselves. We
chose The Power of Lard, a steep, challenging line up the Tom
Eagan Memorial Wall on Snowpatch Spire which seemed to
loom directly over the Applebee campground.
We started late to allow the route to go into the shade
(and to accommodate another party who had been working
the route). After the first 5.8 pitch, the climbing character
changes dramatically. Pitch two is a steep, thin corner that
pulls around a bulge into another crack system. It took all
three of us several falls to work out the bouldery sequence.
The next four pitches (5.10+ to 5.11+) each presented brilliant climbing on faces and cracks with sustained moves and
great protection. The overhanging finger and hand crack
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dihedral of pitch six landed us on a large ledge below one of
the more remarkable cracks I’ve seen in my climbing career.
From the north end of the ledge, a perfect splitter arcs up the
otherwise featureless overhanging wall, disappearing into the
skyline. With an Indian Creek-style rack of cams (i.e. lots!), I
started up the elegant handcrack. After sixty feet of strenuous
handjams, the crack begins narrowing. Twenty more feet of
flared fingerlocks brought me, huffing and puffing to a horizontal where I could catch my breath and reflect that to my
surprise that I hadn’t fallen yet. I could see the anchors on the
ridgeline, a mere fifteen feet above me. I placed some gear and
went for it. With some bad fingerlocks, I brought my foot up
to an edge. Reaching up for the final jug, my foot popped.
While it would have been nice to send the crux pitch,
the forty-foot whipper in the evening light was memorable.
I finished the pitch and lowered back to the ledge (remember, we’re sport climbers at heart). Lying on the ledge in my
exhaustion, I watch Nathan follow the pitch cleanly with
disturbing ease. After a rest day, we climbed back up to pitch
2, and following a few attempts, we managed to redpoint the
technical 5.12+ pitch.
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We’d had a great trip: excellent weather, amazing rocks, and
lots of fun. Aside from one midnight electrical storm, opening
crevasses, one collapsed bergschrund, and watching people
dodge boulders rocketing down the Bugaboo-Snowpatch Col,
we’d had a pretty safe trip, too. We felt lucky, happy, and satisfied. So we rappelled, as Nathan would say, “From the third
pitch of Power of Lard all they way down to Spokane.”
Many days later, we found ourselves back at home, throw-

ing our rack of draws down below a steep wall with lots of
bolts above a sandy assortment of rock-and-log belay benches
outside of Spokane, Washington.
It only takes so much mountain adventure to make the
snap of the fixed quickdraw feel a bit crisper and the taste of
the chalked rope between your teeth a bit sweeter.

The Beckey-Chouinard, TD+ 5.10 South Howser Tower, Bugaboos, BC
Surf ’s Up Indirect, D 5.10+/11- (unknown Surf ’s Up variation) Snowpatch Spire, Bugaboos, BC
McTech Arete, D- 5.10 Crescent Towers, Bugaboos, BC
Erik Rieger (‘12)

U

pon finishing our first climb in the Bugs, some of the
first words Hale Melnick (‘10) and I heard from Nathan,
Tim, and Chris were, “You guys should hop on Fingerberry
Jam!”. “That’s like sustained 5.12 fingers, right?”, I asked
rather hesitantly. “Yeah, but you guys could definitely get up
it!”, Tim replied.
For a brief second, it might have even crossed Hale’s and
myself ’s minds that such a feat was possible for mere mortal
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climbers like us. We, of course, would have been quickly
reminded that our succesful jaunt up the spectacular McTech
Arrete on Cresecent Spire the day prior had been only our second time climbing together. It was our first time together on
rock, the other time being when I took Hale to get cold and
scared on his first ice climb. Shortly after the latter, my ankle
was taken under the knife, and I was consequently forced
to crutch solemnly and painfully around campus for four

months, putting a solid dampner on Hale’s and myself ’s plans not to stray too far left, it ended up that we did just that and
to do plenty of climbing together before the summer.
somehow missed the start of the route.
Accepting my fate as a still gimpy climber by the time we
We climbed up varied terrain for three pitches at mostly
got to the Bugaboos, Hale and I did not end up setting our
5.9 before realizing we were not on Surf ’s Up. Despite besights on the Bugaboos test-piece, Fingerberry Jam, but that
ing surrounded by bail gear galore, Hale and I thought the
memorable converstaion did, in way, prompt us to push ourclimbing looked good and continued up the unknown route.
selves as hard as we - or my damaged body - could.
The fifth pitch was thin, requiring a balancy traverse and
It was unfortunate at times that climbing in the Bugaboos
move over a vegetated roof. Arriving at a ledge soon after, we
became a practice in avoidance on my behalf: often avoidlocated our position on the topo between Attack of the Killer
ing right-foot jams when at all possible in favor of even the
Chipmunks (IV 5.10+) and Surf ’s Up Direct (IV 5.9+). Withsmallest edges and crystals on the rock to keep me feeling
out gear for the steep curving offwidths on the rarely climbed
fresh and pain free. As we
Chimpunks, and a tough
climbed McTech Arrete, I
and loose traverse towards
found myself praying for
Surf ’s Up, we continued up
right-facing rather than
our direct line.
left-facing dihedrals and
A steep left-facing corner
craving face climbing over
with sharp finger locks and
the straight in splitters I
stemming led us up to the
had originally come for.
crux of the route, a very
Constantly anxious
thin and shallow off-fingers
over my injury and lack of
crack, which Hale led with
climbing prowess after so
precision and I failed on
many months off the rock,
miserably. Some easier
I sometimes found it hard
climbing led to the final
to stay motivated. The
pitch, which finished with
Bugaboos, however, are
a steep 5.10 move out of a
truly inspiring. With huge
roof and onto the summit.
spires of piercing granite
We enjoyed our position
jetting up between icefalls
on top of the tower and
and widening crevasses,
then traversed across the
I was able to keep myself
summit ridge, climbing
out of too bad of a funk.
fourth to mid-fith class
The West Ridge of
terrain, to reach the rappel
Pigeon Spire, while easy,
route. A gash in the rope
proved to be a spectacukept things interesting on
lar route on our second
the descent but we arrived
Bugaboos’ tower. Hale
back at camp in good time,
and I roped up half-way
excited about climbing
through to practice some
an unknown and possibly
simul-climbing techniques
unclimbed route.
and then packed up the
With a good forecast for
rope for the descent, so
the next day, Hale and I
that we could truly enjoy
began packing for our main
[Previous page] Erik Rieger following the exposed crux
the freedom of the route’s
goal of the trip, The Beckeypitch
on
his
and
Hale’s
unknown
route.
Hale
Melnick
spectacular position and narChouinard. The route is one
[This page] Bugaboo Spire as seen from the West Ridge of
rowly exposed ridges.
of North America’s most
Pigeon Spire. Erik Rieger
Following the climb
classic, long, and moderwe experienced a few tent
ate alpine climbs. Leaving
ridden days due to the weather and we were soon craving a
at sunset, we decided to take a thin space blanket and belay
more technical route while waiting for a weather window to
jackes for a bivy under the Howser Bivy Boulder. Hale and I
do the Beckey. Setting our sites on the classic Surf ’s Up on
spent a very close four hours together under the gigantic rock
Snowpatch spire, we took a Bugaboos-style alpine start (8am
regretting our decision to endure a short bivy while trying to
rather than 3am!) and arrived under the wall just as the sun
get some sleep and stay warm before heading up the route.
came over the glacier. While a fellow climber had warned us
I can easily say that the route held up to it’s reputation and
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what looks like a massive route from below most
certainly is. Simul-climbing more of the route and
having left the crampons and axes behind would
probably have kept our ascent time to ten-hours
our less. Hale and I, however, spent the better part
of a day ascending this superb route. The climb
was highly varied, from splitter corners and parallel
sided cracks, to tricky face climbing, and some hard
off-widths and squeeze chimneys. On the “Great
White Headwall”, we opted to climb a few harder
5.9 and 5.10 varations, which proved to be very
thought provoking and required climbing disparat
crack systems up the center of the headwall and
multiple hanging belays. Twenty or so odd pitches
later, we stood on the summit, psyched and tired.
On the descent, our ropes got stuck and we were
also bombarded by what was probably the worst
storm I have ever had the pleasure to be in. Rain,
snow, hail, and lightning all arrived in a blinding
fury - the type of storm the Howser Tower’s are
notorious for unleashing - as we descended the second to last rappel from the bergschrund. We were
quickly reminded that the mountains, while often
spectacular, can at times leave one cold, wet, scared,
and fearing for their life.
Hallucinating on the way down, I moved quickly
over the glacier, not realizing how far behind Hale
was. I began descending to the Col hoping to
wait for him, until Hale shouted, “Wrong Col!”. I
quickly realized I was trying to descend the deadly
Pigeon-Snowpatch Col rather than the less deadly
Bugaboo-Snowpatch Col. I rallied back up the
glacier to Hale and we quickly descended over the
correct bergshrund to Applebee Camp. We arived
back to find our tent wind battered and sitting in a
small pond. We tried to dry everything before the
second wave of the storm rolled through and we
ended up going to bed a little wet, confused, and
very exhausted.
After resting a day, I finally gave into the pain in
my foot and counting our lucky-stars, Hale and I
decided to cash in on our plans to climb the Sunshine Crack (D+ 5.11) on Snowpatch Spire and the
NE Ridge (D 5.8+) of Bugaboo Spire, remembering that there
is always a next time.
Reminiscing about the trip, I have mixed feelings about
climbing in such an inspiring place. When alpine climbing, we often go out looking for the type of solace that only
remote mountains can bring. The feeling of occupying what
seems like one’s own small corner of world provides an unparalelled adventure. With Applebee Camp sometimes verging on what looked like a tent-laden metropolitan area, I’m
not sure it has the same appeal to me as other places I’ve been
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to or dream of going. I am, however, positively reminded
that even in a place as well travelled as the Bugaboos, there
are plenty of unknowns and surprises waiting to be found,
and that success in the tough game of alpine climbing with
someone you barely know can be one of life’s most rewarding
experiences.
[This page] Nathan and Tim relaxing below Snowpatch
Spire at basecamp. The large East face is visible with the
namesake snowpatch on the left. Erik Rieger
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Fishhook Arete, III 5.6 Mt. Russel, California
Elena Mihaly (‘07)

O

ne look at this spiraled granite fin and any climber feels
the visceral impulse to climb it. And so it went that,
upon one look at a photo of the Fishhook Arête in a guidebook
at Teton Mountaineering, Justin Strauss (‘06) and I decided to
load up the truck and head west toward the Sierra.
We were completely alone on the climb, and were greeted
with exceptional crisp and clear California autumn weather.
While only earning a moderate grade, the constant exposure
of the sheer drop on either side of the arête kept us alert and
excited. My inadvertent foray on pitch four into the dirty,
chossy, and chilly shaded side of the arête made me wish I
had never fallen for this scary damn sport in the first place.
However, we were climbing by the seat of our pants, and that,
after all, is the feeling we seek in our wild and frightening undertakings. The summit was memorable for its breath-taking
panorama of jagged Sierra peaks. We opted to descend back
to our campsite via the equally exposed East Ridge, another
spectacular blade of rock where one slip to either side could
leave you careening through a thousand feet of unobstructed
air.
Norman Clyde, who made the first ascent of Mt. Russel via
the East Ridge, wrote that “Mt. Russel delights the heart of a
mountaineer.” Indeed, we were truly delighted by this link-up
and can’t wait to get back for more.

First Flatiron, 5.6 Boulder, Colorado
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Andy Neuman (‘05)
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achelor parties have a certain way of getting out of control… cocaine, hookers, Vegas, these are just a few things
that come to mind. However, prenuptial activities with Chris
Barlow (’04), were a little different.
Like the true hard-men that we aspire to be, we adopted
the principals of true alpine prowess: Fast, Light, and Bold.
The five of us left the Chautauqua Park at the crack of noon
carrying a full rack of the following items: One 70 m rope, 4
quickdraws, 4 runners, and a set of cams (.3 to 3), two pairs
of climbing shoes, and four harnesses. Unfortunately, the best
man, Michael Barlow (’08), failed to bring the most crucial
item, which is of course a bottle of bubbly to celebrate the
summit.
As we racked up at the base of route, we decided that
we would simul-climb the First Flatiron, glacier-style. Five
people, one rope, no belays. Our fearless leader and groom
to be, set off in the lead with younger brother Barlow (’08)
following some 40 or so feet below him; I tied in next an-

other 40 feet below trusting my approach shoes on the less
than slippery Fountain Formation sandstone. Andy Brown
(’04) and Brain Sohn (’01) brought up the rear, leaving two
very confused middle-aged women from the Midwest with a
mind-blowing picture of what rock climbing is.
During our sub two-hour, five man, one rope, speed
ascent of the First Flatiron, we passed many parties pitching
out the classic 5.6. It is always nice to see people being safe.
We, however, were met with, first, horror and, then, admiration, which was short lived as they noticed that our final rope
member, Brain Sohn (’01), didn’t even have a harness.
As we topped out the last pitch, bringing each person
up the last few feet on a hipper, I had only one comment:
“Where are the strippers?” An unknown climber shouted
from below “You have Strippers?...Wait for me!”
Another forty-five minutes and it was whiskey and table
assignments.
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Red Dihedral IV 5.10, Positive Vibrations IV 5.11a Incredible Hulk, High Sierra, California
Drew Thayer (‘11)

A

fter a week enduring hordes of tourists and dodging gestapo rangers in Yosemite Valley, not to mention getting
humbled by sandbagged grades on the Valley classics, Dan
Rothberg (‘11) and I motored over Tioga pass to the East Side
of the Sierra in search of solitude and backcountry rock.
I’d heard rumors that the “Finest granite in the Sierra” could
be found on the Incredible Hulk up near Bridgeport. However, I didn’t know what could conceivably be called the “finest
granite” in a range that includes the cliffs of Yosemite and the
domes of Tuolumne.
I now agree with that designation. Climbing on the Incredible Hulk is one of the most pleasurable backcountry experi-

ences I’ve had. Ascending the Hulk takes a climber up flawless
dihedrals, over jagged roofs and blocky crenulations, and all
on the most solid, consistent granite I’ve ever seen.
Beyond that, the stone is smooth and shimmering white.
In the afternoon sun, the Hulk feels like the Minas Tirith of
backcountry rock.
We camped by a lake at the base and ascended Red Dihedral first, which proved to be a fine backcountry classic with
two excellent pitches. The Red Dihedral itself is sustained and
aesthetic with an exciting finish and the 5th pitch offers a splitter 5.10 finger/thin hands option which is well worth it.
The next day we pulled our boots on and climbed Positive
Vibrations, which is unquestionably the
finest line I’ve ever had the pleasure of
climbing. The route is strenuous and
ascends the Hulk’s sharp prow in eight
full-value pitches, involving two fun
5.11 cruxes and an incredible amount
of sustained 5.10 climbing that requires about every technique in a crack
climber’s repertoire.
While cranking unrelenting jams,
the afternoon sun washed a golden tint
over perfect white stone. I soon caught
the spell of the High Sierra and entered
that place where the gulf of air beneath
me was no longer something to fear,
but simply a friend enjoying the movement alongside me. It’s these afternoons
that make all the training, hunting for
gear bargains, long drives, and a diet
centered around peanut butter worthwhile.
Of course, Dan and I never get away
with a perfect climbing day, so the
gods of Rock, Paper, and Scissors soon
decreed that he would lead the fifth
pitch in the dark to retrieve a stuck rap
line. Even then, trying to duck away
from a chilly breeze while belaying my
buddy by headlamp, I couldn’t think
of any other place I would rather be
than stuck on this moonlit castle in the
wilderness.
[This page] Dan Rothberg enjoying
golden granite on The Hulk. Drew
Thayer [Facing page] Drew Thayer
stemming on Positive Vibrations.
Photo courtesy of Neil Kaufman.
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Women at Work

VI 5.12R (FFA) Mt. Proboscis, Cirque of the Unclimbables, Northwest Territories, Canada
Emily Stifler (‘02)

T

his summer, with help from American Alpine Club
grants, Madaleine Sorkin (’04), Lorna Illingworth and
I spent 25 days in the Cirque of the Unclimbables. We had
great weather overall and recommend late July and early August for this area.
First, we free climbed Via Costa Brava (VI 5.12- R) on the
Southeast Face of Proboscis. We then spent four days inspecting, cleaning, bolting and finally freeing pitches 5-8 of the
1963 Original Route at 5.12 R. This route shares many pitches
with Via Costa Brava, and they have parallel cruxes, about
150’ apart on the wall. To the best of our knowledge, these
pitches had not been repeated since the 1963 first ascent.
Since returning from the Cirque, Madaleine and I have
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spoken with Jim McCarthy, one of the route’s first ascentionists. We now believe that we did not follow the Original
Route above the large ledge at 2/3 height on the wall. Instead,
we went left on the Via Costa Brava, where the original line
took a beeline straight for the summit. Jim’s guess is that following their line would add two pitches of 5.10-5.11.
We have been keeping a trip journal of stories, photos and
videos at cirqueladies.wordpress.com. We also had an encounter with two current CC Tigers, Drew Thayer (‘11) and Dan
Rothberg (‘11). They flew in with the same pilot, Warren
LaFave, the day we flew out so we never actually got to hang
out with them, but we enjoyed an exchange of notes.
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Madeline at Work
Madeline Sorkin (‘04)

W

e woke to drizzle and light fog. By mid-morning, we
were at the base in the warming sun. Large clouds
filled the valley and passed by us. We jugged our lines. The
day was beautiful. I racked up for the first difficult pitch
following my written instructions of every piece of gear in
sequential order. I’d top-roped the pitch, but this was my
first time leading it. I opened myself to the moment, the
rock, and all perceived shortcomings, climbing its friable
spots with delicacy and trusting myself through the runouts. Emily had drilled the second bolt in a good spot, and
I was protected through the more difficult section above. At
the end of the pitch, I missed a foothold and my finger got
stuck in a lock when a loose pebble fell down the crack. I
wiggled my fingers out of the wedge and shuddered.
After some deliberation, I decided to lead the 5.12 pitch
again instead of trying to learn more through top roping.
Emily hung a double-length sling from the bolt at the crux.
Due to rock quality, we had to place the bolt high, and after
the hollow flake traverse, we agreed that without this long
draw the climb would be risky (hence the ‘R’ rating we are
giving the route). As I began to climb the 40-meter pitch, I
knew I had a chance. I traversed and starfished through the
crux. The route kept at me from there, and I responded with
as much precision and sustained effort as I could muster. I
let out a joyful “whoop!” as the angle eased. We were done.
And damn, that was a good pitch!
[Previous page] Madeline Sorkin finds splitter perfection
above the cloud covered valley. [This page] History doesn’t
always repeat itself; Madeline Sorkin freeing one of the
crux pitches of the Original Route. Emily Stifler
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Tight Ass IV 5.10c, Lusting for Women IV 5.10d Mt. Gimli, Valhalla Wilderness, BC
South Face Direct III 5.10d Mt. Nisleheim, Valhalla Wilderness, BC
Drew Thayer (‘11)

E

arly September in BC, and after three weeks on the road,
Dan Rothberg (‘11) and I were beginning to wonder if
winter had already arrived in Canada. So far on this glorious
roadtrip we had squatted under a boulder for six days watching snow melt in the ice-locked Cirque of the Unclimambles,
and then driven south through the Canadian Rockies with
sleet and snow driving us like a scourge, stopping occasionally
to sport climb with frozen fingers.
While resting in Nelson during another rain-day, however,

a friend told us to check the weather again and pointed to a
picture on his wall of a stunning rock spire sitting high above
a vast mountain range. The forecast promised a three-day
window of sun, so we quickly tracked down a guidebook,
purchased necessities and hit the road for the Valhalla Wilderness.
A 4WD road gives excellent access to the heart of the
Valhallas, and a pleasant hike found us high above treeline
catching our breath beneath the impressive Mt. Gimli. From

our camp, perched at the base of this huge monolith, we
could see nothing but mountains in every direction. The first
night was well below freezing and had us regretting our choice
of summer backpacking gear, but I opened the tent the next
morning to warm sun, a bluebird sky, and a family of fluffy
white mountain goats nibbling the grass around our camp.
We racked up and tackled, Tight Ass, an intriguing (and also
tight ass) line on the south face, and got our first experience
of climbing the gneiss of the Valhallas, a rock which weathers
into curved flakes and bizarre bulbous features, often demanding wild, marginally protected liebacking.
The gneiss has excellent friction, however. This proved to
be critical when Dan had to lead the route’s crux, a friction
traverse, under an icy water spigot expelling the volume of
your standard South American shower. A final pitch demanding a squeeze out an ice-glazed chimney got us to the summit,
where we were met by the curious gaze of more mountain
goats.
The next morning we sipped cocoa while watching the
goats buck each other into submission to establish their hierarchy. We couldn’t resist the main feature on the South Face, a
massive dihedral running several vertical pitches to a massive

roof. Lusting for Women proved to be a very physical climb,
demanding sustained liebacking, spicy runouts on the variable
gneiss, and a strenuous roof traverse and exit with spectacular
exposure. We agreed it is one of the finest trad climbs we’ve
ever experienced.
We climbed another fun route on Mt. Nisleheim, but
perhaps the most memorable part of our venture into the
Valhallas was the family of mountain goats who were not only
docile enough to nibble grass within an arm’s reach of us,
but actually gathered up and waited in line while we relieved
ourselves in order to lick the salt off the rocks afterwards.
While taking a wiz at dusk, I contemplated the massive
bulk of Mt. Gimli looming above. Looking down, I suddenly
realized that I was surrounded by big, horned animals not
further than two feet away. They waited patiently to buck
each other for the first lick of fresh salt. I realized that these
unforeseen gems are the experiences we can only get by heading out into the wilderness and accepting the unknown that
awaits on backcountry rock.
[Facing page] The impressive Mt. Gimli illuminated at
sunset. Drew Thayer

Northeast Ridge, III 5.6 Sharkstooth, Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado
Ben White (‘05)

I

t was so warm the night before that the dew never formed
on Phil Armstrong’s (‘07), Sam Wilson’s (‘09), or myself ’s
sleeping bags as we bivouacked below the Sharkstooth.The
ledge was wonderfully flat, providing a restful abode for the
evening. Our good fortune had begun with finding the spot
as we wandered amid the talus field by headlamp the night
before. Awakening on the pristine grassy ledge, we watched
the sun rise, framed perfectly by the rocky faces of The Gash
and the cirque surrounding Andrew’s Glacier. We traversed
the talus field in 45 minutes and parked ourselves at the base
of the climb. I hadn’t led in the alpine in years and jumped on
the chance for an ego boost on what looked like an easy and
straightforward pitch. It landed me below a headwall with a
splitter crack underneath a small overhang.
Phil led out the next pitch landing us on a perch that gave
Sam the chance to cruise a beautiful right-facing dihedral
and crank through a roof that was decidedly solid 5.6. That
pitch was in the shade, which cooled the rock and numbed
my hands for the arm-intensive pull over the roof. Giving into
numbness, I fell a few times before I could ignore the messages of my nervous system and grip as I needed to.
Still a bit shaky, I handed the sharp-end to Phil who care-
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fully climbed his way past a nasty looking off-width crack
placing little gear. Sam and I followed and landed ourselves
a short scramble from the summit where we took the obligatory group photos and admired the wealth of quality routes
on the faces and spires around us. It was late for an alpine
day, almost 1 pm, but we couldn’t see a cloud anywhere in the
sky. In no particular rush, we stopped to admire the awesome
view of the Petit Grepon from the descent route and spotted a
party climbing the Kor Route on the neighboring Saber.
As we broke down camp we shared a round of celebratory
sardines and took turns chugging a can of chili. We headed
down the Glacier Gorge trail, bobbing and weaving through
the Saturday afternoon trail traffic. After several trips to the
general store in Estes to fuel, refuel and refuel again, we were
on our way out less than a day after we’d begun our short trip.
Everything was perfect except that our trip was too short; way
too short.
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Astro Elephant, IV 5.10 , Sunrise Book, III 5.10 A1,
and the Mountaineer’s Route, III 5.9 Elephant’s Perch, Idaho
Emily Reinsel (‘09)

I

n the geology world, summertime is synonymous with the
field season. Geologists squeeze in as much research as possible into the long summer days, taking full advantage of the
fleeting exposure of the rocks of the alpine world - a strategy
similar to that of an alpine climber.
When Drew Thayer (‘11) and I unexpectedly found a few
free days from our respective geology research projects, naturally, we decided to continue along our geo-alpine trajectories and headed for the granite of the Sawtooth mountains in
Idaho.
We arrived at the Elephant’s Perch with a snowstorm following closely behind us (luckily surrendered to sunshine);
we experienced blue skies and (mostly) dry rock for the duration of our climbing trip (or “fieldwork”). A blur of hand
jams and relentless splitter cracks ensued, broken up notably
by a stunning chimney finish to Sunset Book (5.10 A1) and
a few route-finding complications to spice up the days.
As we headed out of camp after sampling three spectacular routes to return to our structured, methodical scientific
inquiries into the nature of rocks, I wondered if any academic pursuit of geology could provide the same satisfaction and
connection achieved from the act of climbing them.
Little bits of my soul, as well as my skin, remain embedded among the quartz crystals of the Elephant’s Perch and
will draw me back again soon.
[This page] Emily following on the Elephants Perch. Drew
Thayer

Open Book, III 5.9+ variation Disappointment Peak, Grand Teton National Park, Wyoming
Emily Reinsel (‘09)

W

hen Annie Whetzel (‘09) and I decided to rendezvous in Jackson, WY, it didn’t seem like the stars were
properly aligned for an alpine climbing adventure. Stories of
the lightening strikes on the Grand Teton were fresh in our
minds, as were the resulting traumas of friends who were
caught in the storm. On top of that, I had a freshly wounded
ankle from another climbing adventure.
We debated spending our time in Jackson sitting casually
by a river, or pedaling around on bicycles, or baking and consuming a lot of delicious treats, but in the end, we couldn’t
resist the opportunity to explore the climbing in the Tetons. I
almost wish that we had some epic aspects to our adventure -56 CCAJ

the kind that makes you curse yourself for thinking that technical rock climbing is a reasonable hobby, but seems exciting
and fun afterwards -- but our utterly uncomplicated ascent of
Open Book was completely enjoyable. Who knew an alpine
climb could be stress-free?
The climbing was stellar, the skies were sunny, and the anticipated Teton sandbag ratings did not materialize. Incidentally, another CC grad followed us up the route. I don’t recall
his name, but Annie spent a few enjoyable belays reminiscing
about the days at Colorado College -- a completely random
place to encounter a fellow Colorado College graduate, but at
the same time, not entirely unexpected.

Time Wave Zero, III 5.12a El Torro, El Portero Chico, Mexico

One Way Sunset, III 5.10c and Soler, II 5.9 Devil’s Tower, Wyoming

Phill Tearse (‘06)

Noah Gostout (‘10)

P

otrero Chico. The name has become synonymous with a
sport climbing paradise, and climbers from around the
world come here as a destination in and of itself. As I see
it, there are two reasons to put this place on your list. One,
because it is so accommodating to climbers - camping is five
bucks a day at the expensive campground. This gets you hot
showers, running water toilets, a community kitchen with
plenty of gas stoves, fridge space for your perishables, wifi,
potable tap water, a nice swimming pool, plenty of tent space
in a gorgeous grassy garden, two restaurants within walking
distance, and a large community of like-minded climbers.
This year I went by myself for three weeks in December
and never had a problem finding a partner for the day’s activities. I’d say about a third to a half of the climbers are traveling
solo, so are eager to partner up. Of course, the other reason to
come is the climbing! Potrero is known for its long moderate
multipitch sport climbs. From five-eight pitch gems like Snot
Girlz or Pancho Villa Rides Again, to the double digit classics
like Estrellitas and Space Boys.
There is also of course a multitude of stellar single pitch
stuff in all grade ranges. But you can’t say you’ve finished
climbing at Potrero without taking on the biggest elephant in
the room: Time Wave Zero. Clocking in at 2300 feet (El Capitan is ~3000 feet) and 23 pitches in length, with most being
5.8-5.10, and the stopper 21st pitch going at 5.12, it can be
quite the trial. Being a pure sport climb, parties aim to tackle
it in a day, but there is a good ledge halfway up that could be
bivied on fairly comfortably if the need arose.
David Brayden and myself ’s day started at 4:30am from
camp. We crammed down some breakfast and fixed some peanutbutter and banana sandwiches for the climb. Afterwards,
we trodded out under the full moon to the base of the climb.
If you don’t know where the base is, it can be quite difficult to
find in the dark, but luckily I had scouted the area the day before and stashed a few liters of water at the base, so we made
it in about 45 minutes without incident.
After the initial two pitches, a cruiser 5.8 followed by a
bulgy 5.11a (tricky in the dark!), we planned on linking just
about everything together. The climbing for the most part was
straightforward. The bolts are placed well, and every belay had
four good bolts to facilitate rappelling down as well as passing
parties en route. Somewhere in the middle of pitch four, I was
interrupted by the braying of a donkey below. The sight left
me wishing I had taken my camera with me because the scene
over the valley was breathtaking. The full moon low in the
night sky eerily illuminated the clouds that were crawling in
over the rim of the Portero. I don’t think I’ll ever forget it.
The climbing continued at a good clip. Honestly, most of
the moderate pitches were quite characterless. There were a
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few that stood out in my mind though. The super-fun 10th
pitch; a 5.9-ish traverse into a stellar 10b dihedral handcrack,
the 20th pitch; a slightly overhanging 10d pocket fest with
big moves, and of course the crux 21st pitch. We were not the
only party on the route, so we got to watch a team of euros in
front of us struggle on the crux for a while.
The crux is a left angling slightly overhung dihedral with
some hidden pockets about four bolts off the belay. It is definitely do-able, but after 20 pitches in the sun most people will
be pretty dogged by this point. After going for the onsight,
but pumping out before finishing the crux and having to
hang, Dave pulled through on a draw and endured through
the stout 5.11 moves to the next belay. I followed, and after
trying a few times to pull the moves, I admitted defeat and
french-freed through the crux.
The subsequent 22nd pitch is something of a sandbag. It is
listed at 5.8, but I’d give it a 5.9+ or 10a. Maybe it really is
5.8 but after burning yourself out on 23 pitches, it certainly
felt harder to me. The year before, one group got to this point
and then the leader fell and broke his thumb, having to retreat
just one pitch from the summit. After psyching myself out
of the bolted line, I spotted a much easier line to the right.
It’s something of an angry vegetated ledge traverse to bypass
the crux sequence. The only problem was that my variation
involved a 30ft solo.
In retrospect, the climbing was easy, but I’m not sure if it
was worth the risk. The hardest part of the last pitch (a 5.1
via ferrata) is trying not send the abundance of loose rock
over the edge. We summited at 2:30, and after snapping a few
photos with Dave’s camera and spotting our tents far below,
we started the arduous descent.
Fortune smiled and after 23 raps we didn’t have a single
stuck rope. I am very glad I brought my gloves as you end
up having to pull your rope through various angry Mexican
bushes that will leave nasty little thorns and blades in your
hands. When our feet finally hit the ground it was around
5:30 and our friends who were working nearby routes in the
Dihedrals and Surf Bowl had brought us some Snickers bars
and some very welcome beer. Overall, it was a great day, and
I’m glad we did it, but I’m not sure if it’s worth a future repeat
ascent.

A

fter struggling through traffic in Colorado Springs, and
then again in Denver, I finally made it to the rendezvous point where my climbing partner Sam Dexter (‘10) and
myself would start our journey. I had intended to go climbing at Devils Tower almost a year earlier, but injuries had
turned me away. This time I was determined to make it.
Our car was loaded down with a blast cooker designed for
deep-frying a full turkey and numerous snacks from Cindy
Dexter, Sam’s mom. However, we still needed more sustenance. We finnally succumbed to our temptations and what
seemed like natural choice for supper, the 50-piece chicken
McNugget. Filled with nuggets and a variety of complimentary sauces, we forged on towards the tower. Sam dodged
wandering antelope throughout the rest of the drive and we
arrived at the tower around midnight. We quickly rolled out
our sleeping bags, and crashed hard underneath a stunning
fall moon.
The morning light brought views of the spectacular
monolithic structure standing out of the gentile hills. After
fighting off a gaggle of climbers from Boulder who seemed
positive that there was such a thing as “extra gear”, and that
we were the sole proprietors of such gear, we ambled up the
boulder field to the mighty Devil.
On a tower that’s 360° of identical basalt columns, route
finding is like distinguishing blades of grass in a meadow.
After some light free soloing and scrambling, however, we
found our route. One Way Sunset begings with a pristine
finger crack that slowly widens to tight hands and finally
hands; a 150-plus foot splitter from .4’s to 3’s. Cranking my
way up the first pitch, I was instantly in love with this sacred
formation.
While most of the finger crack only allowed thin tips,
pods perfect for good finger locks and slotted nuts saved me
from resorting to fingernails and teeth. Sam led the second
pitch, bringing even more delight with tricky thin hands
into meter after meter of bomber jams.
I was enjoying myself so thoroughly that I decided to
tune up some Beach Boys on my phone, reaching Sam at the
anchors and preparing for the third and fourth pitch that
we would link. “Fun, Fun, Fun,” was then interrupted by a
stuck tag-line. We decided to leave the rope and just rap on a
single so as to free the line on the way down. The stuck-rope,
though, was an omen of the climbing to come.
As I began the chossy chimney to the summit, scraping
holds and placements from the crack, I realized why so few
people climbed the second half of the route. Sketching out
on loose rock, sandy feet, and angry pigeon calls, I had to
perch very insecurely. I made the decision to turn off the
Beach Boys, and focus on the climb.

Sam, formerly amused by my antics, now worried by the
lack of harmonization with surf rock, shouted encouragement
from his belay stance. As I found anchors, and Sam followed,
he was horrified by the placements, which pulled easily from
the crack amongst clouds of rock and pigeon poop.
After Sam led the final scramble to the summit, I topped
out the formation and embraced the primordial sense of
conquering yet another tower by removing all clothes but
my chalk bag and absorbing the vista that lay before us. After
rapping and freeing the lost rope, an inquisitive tourist approached Sam and me. After a short and surprising chat, we
agreed to carry the ashes of the man’s deceased son to the top
of the tower. He had died before the father and son could
climb the Devil’s Tower themselves.
We chose a cruiser, but phenomenal, dihedral Soler that we
fired up quickly. As per everything else we had climbed here,
the route was amazing, and we left the ashes among a small
cairn we built up top. A sacred place to the Native Americans of Wyoming, Devil’s tower had now become sacred for
myself, for Sam, and for the father and son who had finally
made it up the tower. Feeling tired and proud that we could
help, we packed into the car for the drive South. The Tower
had provided us with stories and adventure. I am sure that
one day I’ll make it back to climb again and I look forward to
that day.
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Diedre, WI5 5.9, The Black Dike, IV WI4-5 M3 White Mountains, New Hampshire
Called on Account of Rains, WI5+ M4 R Lake Willoughby, Vermont
Mike Wejchert (‘08)

XX
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I

n New England the ice came late this year, which caused
me to cancel a trip with my Norwegian friend due to bad
conditions and quit my job a month later than anticipated.
Still, I got in some smatterings and by late December things
were in full swing. Rich Brereton (‘08) and myself got the
second seasonal ascent of The Black Dike (WI4), which was
scratchy and an enjoyably chilly start to the season. Of course
Rich forgot his jacket and I forgot mine.
Ryan Stefiuk and I climbed the stellar Called on Account
of Rains at Lake Willoughby, one of the
best pure ice routes I’ve climbed, and
back on Cannon Cliff, Tom Lanagan and
I climbed most of Hassig’s Direct (WI5,
M5) to the crux pitch, where I bailed
due to the availability of protection. I
can’t believe I once led this pitch in worse
conditions, aged 19 or so, with my dad
belaying me! It’s neat to be smarter now.
The next day Kevin Mahoney cruised up
it. But, as Ryan says, it’s pretty dangerous
to compare oneself to Kevin Mahoney.
Tom and I climbed a new(ish) start to
Diedre, the classic hard Cathedral ledge
testpiece via a thin smear of ice coating
the blank rock to the right of the normal
icicle. I linked the first two/three shorter
pitches and ran it out on the smear more
than is healthy. I don’t know how hard it
was but it was certainly hurtful (ground)
fall territory, too thin for a stubby, and
all my concentration was required. Doug
Madara said the smear had never formed
before but you can never tell who’s
climbed what in New England. The next
pitch, pumped from my lead, I took my
second-ever winger with crampons on.
I broke a Petzl Nomic soloing Dracula
(WI4+) during the NH icefest and so the
next day Chris Hymen, Sebastian Grau
Kunhardt and myself went up Central
Gulley (WI2) on Mount Washington.
Hearing cries of distress from a shapely
skier, we soon found ourselves on an

impromptu Husky Dog Rescue (HDR). The pooch, gripped
with fear, had clawed its way up the entry of Damnation
Gulley (WI2/3). Sebastian and I carried the dog down. Jeezus
Christ, how I thanked Yvon Chouinard’s Climbing Ice as I
faced outward, 50 pound dog in hand, and cramponing down
45 degree rock-hard neve! I am pleased to say the dog was fine
and the lady invited us to dinner, which, as gentlemen - and
because we had a party to go to - we declined.

[Facing page] David Hoven climbing an aesthetic icefall in
Officer’s Gulch, Colorado (WI4). Joe Forrester [This page]
Mike Wejchert on The Black Dike in thin conditions,

the famous moderate climb on Cannon Cliff, NH. Rich
Brereton
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The Big Sleep, IV WI6 5.9 Hyalite Canyon, Montana
Kevin Brumbach (‘07)

T

[This page] Marching up to the one of Hyalite’s most
prominent test-pieces first climbed by climbing pioneer
Alex Lowe. [Facing page] Matt Steen leading the steep and
sparsely protected crux pillar (WI6). Kevin Brumback

his year’s Bozeman Ice Festival was quite somber with
the tragic passing of an amazing person and ice climbing icon, Guy Lacelle. However, the festival continued and
people tried to keep their spirits up.
My good friend Matt Steen and I decided to head out
to the Flander’s Drainage on the final day of the festival to
attempt a beautiful and long route, The Big Sleep, which is
by far one of the greatest climbs in the canyon. Alex Lowe
climbed this route well before its time in 1986.
Matt and I rallied by truck two miles up the heavily
snow-covered road, nearly getting stuck several times. We
hiked to the base and began racking up in chilly conditions. Matt climbed the first WI4 pitch, and I followed
getting a nice pump to warm the body. The next pitch is
a loose and run-out 5.9 rock traverse, which Matt gladly
handed over to me. As I moved off the belay and made
the crux moves unprotected, I took extra care not to fall,
knowing that doing so would result in skewering Matt!
Finishing the traverse allowed me to breathe a little easier
and I waited for Matt to follow. The next pitch was quite
daunting and wet. Matt began his lead up the steep and
unrelenting pillar climbing in typical Matt style (slow and
methodical) making each pick placement count, conserving
his energy has he progressed up the pitch.
I found myself frigid and stiff at the belay when it came
my turn to climb. The water dripping off the pillar was
annoying at best, and by the time I reached Matt, I had a
solid sheet of ice on my jacket. Matt looked exceedingly
cold as he, too, was covered in ice. I headed out the final
pitch, a spectacular WI4+ pillar deep in the back of the
drainage. Spin-drift covered me a couple of times but after
a full 60m of climbing, I topped out and belayed Matt to
our final belay. We rappelled the route and hiked back to
the truck warming our bodies on the exciting drive out.
We celebrated our day with many great people at the
closing ceremony of the Bozeman Ice Fest and raised our
glasses to a wonderful man that many of us were only briefly
graced by.

Avalanche Gulch, IV WI5 M4 Hyalite Canyon, Montana
Kevin Brumbach (‘07)

T

his season in Hyalite Canyon was one to be remembered.
Many routes that hadn’t formed in years came in beautifully this winter. One of these routes was Avalanche Gulch.
On a beautiful bluebird Saturday, the three of us did the hike
up to the approach pitch, and then headed up to the business!
Chris Hamilton took the crux ice lead, smoothly topped
out the pillar, and then headed up a very thin runnel of ice to
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the base of the next pitch. He belayed Dylan Taylor and me
to his stance, and I headed out the next, mellower ice pitch.
From here there are several ways one can travel ranging from
WI2 to interesting mixed grass climbing.
I opted for the latter and headed steep grass covered rock
with smatterings of ice. No gear was found for the first rock
step, but soon I hit a snowfield and a series of technical difCCAJ 63

ficulties. I pounded in a pin and slung a cobble-stone in order
to protect my entry into the awkwardness to come.
I moved through the icicles and up to the final rock tier.
This short step was very fun, and I soon found myself at the
top building an anchor and belaying up Chris and Dylan.
From there Dylan led the trudge up the snow gullies where

we topped out on the ridge high above the valley floor reveling in the views and distance we had covered throughout the
day.
It was truly a wonderful route and I hope to have the
chance to do it again in the future.

The Cassin Ridge

Alaska Grade V, AI4 5.8 Denali, Denali National Park, Alaska
Kelly Marie Ryan (‘06)

M

y thoughts flicker over the celebratory beer and hamburger I could be eating in a few hours with my Dad,
but then the guilt settles in. I hate guilt. My stomach knots and
my chest tightens. As I wave goodbye to my Dad, I see him
waving back through the plane’s window as it bumps down
the packed snow runway. The engines groan as the plane’s
skis leave the Kahiltna Glacier with my Dad now on his way
home, alone.
My dad, Joe Ryan, and I had hoped to climb one of the
most classic high alpine routs in North America, Denali’s Cassin Ridge, after acclimatizing on the easier West Buttress. The
West Buttress took longer than planned and there had been
few weather windows to climb the exposed and committing
Cassin Ridge. One other party had attempted but retreated
with severely frostbitten feet. Now I was heading back up the
Kahiltna to try the Cassin with Stanislav Zinkov, an unsus-

[This page] Kelly Ryan at a belay - happy or just frozen?
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pecting 28 year-old Russian I had talked into climbing the
8,000’ route of mixed rock, ice, and snow with me.
“Want to take a five minute break?” asks Stanislav. We stop
on a knoll that seems slightly less likely to get pulverized by
ice fall but with a slim possibility of protecting us from the
route’s frequent avalanches. I chew several bites of a Cliff bar
while peeing, slug a gulp of water, say a prayer even though
I am not sure who to, and am ready to go. The guide book,
says, “Pray, even if you are not religious”, and I figured that
before venturing through the Valley of Death, it couldn’t hurt.
Ting, ting…my ice axe is barely penetrating the ice and I
am surprised at how dense it is. My calfs burn and I am only
60’ up the 800’ Japanese Couloir! I huff and puff my way up
the rest of the pitch and start thinking of what I could leave
behind; I simply can’t climb with a 50 pound pack, plus gear,
above 12,000’. Stanislav makes it about half way up when I
feel the rope jerk tight as I see the glint of his right
crampon go spinning down the ice. I lower him and
rap down. We are a shit-show.
After our pathetic performance on our first attempt, we ditched about 20 pounds of what we had
considered “essential gear” including almost half our
food and fuel, a sleeping bag, and our GPS. Even
with lighter packs the second time around we spent
most of the night climbing the Japanese Couloir.
The Japanese Couloir has the most consistently
steep ice on the route but it feels practically benign
compared to what comes next. Steep snow and ice
fields flow out beneath me for thousands of feet as
I straddle a narrow ridge. It dawns on me why this
is called “The Cowboy Traverse”. I spend several
minutes chopping out a bollard because the thin
ice layered between totally rotten snow won’t hold a
picket or an ice screw. I want to untie from the rope
completely, but communication is hard over the
wind and neither of us are in a great spot to coil the
rope.
We know that after the Cowboy Traverse retreat
will be terrifying and not really an option. As snow
starts to fall, it takes us nearly two hours to chip out

The Cassin Ridge is one of the most famed climbs in
North America. First climbed by the great Ricardo Cassin,
it is a historical, beatiful, committing, and technical route
up NA’s tallest peak. While usually climbed in spring, it

obviously offers a full value winter experience [Previous
page] Below the Japanese Colouir. [This page] Fun mixed
terrain makes it easy to see why Kelly Ryan feels guilty
about leaving her Dad behind. Kelly Ryan
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[This page] At home on the route. Kelly Ryan
a tent platform and rig lines up to tie us and the tent down.
A real Alaskan storm would be bad here. I put my mittens on
my feet, and slide my now mitten covered feet into my overboots, curl up under our sleeping bag, and try to sleep.
We wake up to improving weather so we shake off our
gear and begin tackling the second rock band. I lead through
a short dry-tooling section that is marked on the topo as 5.6
slab but is often described as the “technical crux”. Most of the
ratings have felt soft so far but I’ll be damned if this is 5.6. It
takes me a while to find a good anchor as there is six inches
of snow on about five inches of crummy ice on top of loose
rock. Stanislav tries going right, determines we are off route
and descends. I go out left on the crappy snow, ice, and loose

rock mixture towards what we think is the quickest way up.
It is high, cold, and we just want to move up quickly. As
I run it out more and more, the rope follows through the
sparse protection. I decide to cut up through the steep part
of the rock band. The more difficult climbing seems like a
better option if I can protect it. I can see the top of the rock
band and from there it should be easy terrain all the way to
the top. As I pick my way through the rock band, probably
the most technical climbing of the trip, the sky loses its pink
glow, and the Alaskan night slips in.
The sky is getting lighter and we are still moving - well,
barely moving. I pause every few steps, slump over my ice
axe, and fight back the sleep and exhaustion. I have never
been this tired before. Finally we make it to the ridge at
about 17400,’ chop out a tent platform, and sleep.
The sun is out, the wind is mild; it’s the perfect summit
day! I am kicking steps and amazed how strong I feel after
being so destroyed a few hours ago. My excitement mounts
as we get closer and closer to the top and I realize we are going to make it to the top of the Cassin Ridge.
“We did it, we did it!”, I shout, as we top out at the Kahiltna Horn (20,120’) with about a quarter bottle of fuel and
400 calories to spare, basking in the elation of success.
Many people that don’t climb ask me why I spend so
much time and money to be in such cold, scary, miserable
situations. Many climbers have a hard time explaining the
joys of climbing because when they think about it, most of
the time they are broke, uncomfortable, and scared. It’s a
tough question no doubt, but I feel lucky that I don’t have to
make up too many lame excuses. I can confidently say that for
me it is a handicap inherited from my father’s severe enthusiasm for the mountains. These sorts of adventures are something I need to feel the most alive, to feel the most connected
with the universe, to feel the most me. In short, it’s all my Dad’s
fault that I abandoned him for the lure of the Cassin.

degree temperatures and big ice chunks forced a hasty retreat.
I attempted Shooting Gallery (IV 5.9) the next day but the
snow rangers and all my high-school heroes were right; conditions were “spooky” indeed. As I retreated from the moderate
Tobin Sorenson classic, I vowed to walk away. But the Grand
Central Couloir (V 5.9 WI5 ) still loomed; I drove to Jasper to

check my email and recuperate.
The next day, I drove towards the thing, ready to commit.
Rounding the corner towards the Columbia Icefields, snow
began to fall. I counted my lucky stars and drove back to
Bozeman. I’ll be back next year.

Hydrophobia, V WI5+ The Ghost, Canadian Rockies, Alberta, Canada
Kevin Brumbach (‘07)

A

trip to Alberta for Canadian ice climbing had always
seemed unattainable to me because of its distance and
intimidating grandeur. This winter my good friends, Chris
Hamilton and Dylan Taylor, had been talking about it so
much that a trip was inevitable. Juggling school and work
made it difficult to plan a long trip, but we were able to plan a
five day trip up North!
Our first day was somewhat spoiled as six people were
ahead of us on The Sorcerer, so we climbed GBU. The next day
we did a two-hour truck rally through steep roads, over frozen
rivers, and through frozen bogs to access Hydrophobia, one of
the true Canadian ice classics. The route is enormous and it
quickly got into my psyche making me both enticed and also
scared shitless.
As we racked up, a neighboring route, Cryophobia, began
disintegrating, and we quietly listened to the bellowing echoes
from icefall. Chris took the first pitch and quickly led up

steep terrain to a nice ledge. I took the following pitch up to
a sloping ramp and set a belay as far out of the way as possible
for the final pumpy finish. Then, I led out the final steep ice
pitch, which as the book states, really is quite the sting after
the previous 300 feet of steep ice. But as I pulled through the
final ice curtains and bulges, the angle eased and I was soon
on top. Chris and Dylan followed quickly, and we celebrated
having completed one of the best pure ice routes any of us
have ever done!
We finished the trip off with some smaller routes around
Lake Louise and Canmore and enjoyed a nice drive back to
the States with only mild harassment from the border patrol,
who was making sure we didn’t have any citrus. We can’t wait
to get back there again!
[This page] Starting up the first pitch. Chris Hamilton

Professor Falls, III WI4 and Polar Circus, V WI5 Canadian Rockies, Canada
The Sceptre, WI5 Hyalite Canyon, Montana
Mike Wejchert (‘08)

T

he first time I saw the north face of Mount Kitchener
was while driving to Mount Robson in 2007. Climbing
the face looked like enough of a “tragic adventure,” to quote
Hemingway, that it etched in my subconscious and sometimes the thought of soloing such a face woke me up in the
middle of the night.
The idea formed and I was off to Canada, visualizing the
mental stress of waiting in the gloaming forests and deserted
campgrounds on the Icefield Parkway. If I could play this
delicate game of cat and mouse with myself and not go nuts
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for want of human companionship, I had a good shot at a fast
and light blitz up the Grand Central Couloir. Not many other
climbs were in shape and not many people were out climbing.
After lying sick in bed for a week and losing fitness, I drove
to Bozeman, Montana, where I climbed a little with Kevin
Brumbach (’07) and Emily Reinsel (‘08). I got rocked by the
moderate altitude at Hyalite, but the second day I soloed The
Sceptre and felt a little bit of my strength returning. When I
got to Canada, I soloed Professor Falls quickly. I made it to the
last tier of Polar Circus by myself in under an hour but the 45
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SOUTH AMERICA
With its abundance of wild places and undwindling sense of adventure, South America seems to bring out some of the best in our climbing
endeavors. This year, Kate Rutherford explores the jungle and gets a glimpse
of a unique culture as climbing takes her to a prehistoric place. Jeremy Roop
finds his inspiration for a journey to the Cordillerra Blanca through pictures
in last year’s journal, and, while hesitant to admit it, Hayden Miller wonders
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if The Frey could be the greatest climbing area in the world. Far from home,
the distance grows, but the bonds remain. We explore, we discover, and we’re
forever changed. We travel even further into mysterious landscapes to realize
our dreams, and push ourselves harder into the unknown - both in our surroundings and within.
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10 Lbs of Tequila, V 5.12c R Acopan Tepui, Venezuela
Kate Rutherford (‘03)

W

hat is a Tepui? The Grand Savanna of Southeastern
Venezuela is home to these ~2,000 foot plateaus that
rise out of the jungle. The formations are comprised of a beautiful red quartzite sandstone, which contain wildly overhanging cliffs as well as very vegetated lower angle walls. Capped
by jungle, and often shrouded in clouds, they play host to
many endemic species and waterfalls that pour from caverns
within.
In February of 2010, Mikey Schaefer, Brittany Griffith,
Jonathan Tesenga, and myself spent two weeks putting up a
new route on the Acopon Tepui. From a great base camp just
two hours from the village of Yunek, we climbed the wall in
capsule style. The climbing was slow with gently overhanging rock, consisting of solid face holds, pockets, caves, and
beautiful cracks. The crack systems were primarily horizontal,
though, making it hard to find the way.
We started up the left side of a huge face adjacent to a
waterfall. The first pitch had lots of ants, the second, a bees
nest. We tried to climb free from the ground up, hammering
in pins on lead, and venturing out onto unprotected face traverses. It worked for a while, but eventually there were some
aid moves left to free later.
After five days of fixing lines (a slow 1-2 pitches a day) we
had free climbed the lower half at 5.12a. Now in the middle
of the wall, we established camp atop Pitch 7, where we would
spend the next four nights. From our portaledges we tried to
climb up and right, so not to bomb our camp with loose rock.
A few pitches of 5.11- led to the crux pitch, which traversed
to a corner and ended with a bouldery 12c bulge. The gear
was thin, but we equalized three pieces for Mikey’s send,
which consisted of a long run-out with steep crimpers leading
into a cave. In hindsight, it would have been nice to place a
bolt for potential future on-sights of the pitch, but we never
did. The next pitch was a wild traverse to an exposed belay on
the arête. And then the jungle climbing began….
The last four pitches of 10 Lbs of Tequlia were quite vegetated, although this became part of their allure. We climbed
past bromeliads holding water long after the rain, prickly aloe
vera-esque plants that created little bumps on our skin, and a
lot of scrumby black moss. A final moss and vine filled chimney brought us to the summit, where we wandered for hours,
checking out caves, humming birds, and strangely weathered
boulders. We didn’t have time to find any new species, but I bet there
were some up there. A threatening rain storm cut our summit tour
short, and we rappelled home to our portaledges and then down
to finish the ten pounds of tequila that we had flown in from
Utah.
This part of Venezuela has extraordinary people, fun rock and
clean water, and I would find myself going back in a heartbeat.
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[Previous spread] The Acopan Tepui rising up from the
jungle. Kate Rutherford [This page] A closer a view
of climbing on the Acopan Tepui. Kate Rutherford
traverses out on horizantal sandstone cracks before
heading up on more face-like features. Photo courtesy
of Mikey Schaefer.
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Fonrouge-Bertoncelj III 5.10+,
La Deriva de los Incontinentes III 5.10+ Campanile Esloveno, Patagonia, Argentina
Del Frente II 5.9 Aguja La Vieja, Patagonia, Argentina
Sifuentes-Weber II 5.9 Aguja Frey, Patagonia, Argentina
Hayden Miller (‘10)

T

im Gibson (‘10) and I had just gotten down from La
deriva de los Incontinentes, a 400 foot slab on perfect
golden, alpine granite. We both had huge smiles on our faces
and had begun the now standard declaration of all the same
superlatives that had followed every climb we had done so far.
Perfect. Amazing. Classic. And so on.
After a quick bite to eat and some water, we threw our
gear in our bags and started hiking to the next climb. The
area we were in is known as Frey, which is comprised of two
alpine cirques dotted with hundreds of small granite spires
above the northern Patagonian town of Bariloche, Argentina.

While approaching the base of the next tower, Tim turned
around, looked at me, and said, “This is my favorite place in
the world.”
Tim and I had now been in Argentina for four weeks. The
first portion of our trip had been an intensive senior capstone
class for our geology major at CC were we traveled from
East to West studying the geology of the Andean range as it
changed from the foothills outside of Cordoba to high peaks
around Aconcagua. Since the class took place during sixth
block, we were able to stay to spend spring break in Argentina. A 15 hour bus ride after the class had ended up dropping us in the Northernmost region of Patagonia where we
planned on hiking into the mountains and putting to use
the full rack and two ropes we had been carrying around
with us for the last month.
Both of us had read amazing things about the region
online and the few pictures we had found showed very
high quality rock in an amazing alpine setting. However,
neither one of us were prepared for how good this place
truly turned out to be. The rock was as good as Yosemite,
with patina face features like Bishop, in a wilderness alpine
setting like Rocky Mountain National Park. Oh yeah, and
there is next to nobody there.
The five days we spent in the mountains were certainly
some of the best I have ever spent climbing. We arrived
in Patagonia late in the season (March), but were lucky
to get very good weather. Although we had one day that
the wind made climbing too unbearable to consider, we
had nothing along the lines of entire trips spent in the
tent à la Fitz Roy. Furthermore, the size and proximity of
the climbs allowed us to either climb multiple towers in
a day or just leisurely get up stuff and enjoy the amazing
scenery. Often we found ourselves enjoying a nice lunch in
an alpine meadow playing on the perfect boulders sitting
below the spires. While I was not willing to say it at the
time, all and all, Frey might be the best climbing area in
the world.
[This page] Hayden Miller, racked and ready below one
of the granite spires, La Aguja Frey. Shorts and a teeshirt in Patagonia? Count us in! Tim Gibson
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Cerro Aconcagua (22, 841ft) Mendoza, Argentina
David Hoven (‘06)

I

n February of 2010, seven of us, Taylor Watkins (‘06), Joe
Forrester Jr. (‘06), Joel Irby (‘06), Jared Forrester, Joe Forrester Sr., and Robert Roop and I, met up at an overpriced
hamburger joint in the airport in Santiago, en route to Mendoza, Argentina, all excited for the big climb ahead.
Upon arriving in Mendoza we wasted no time rounding up
gas, food, climbing permits (which had drastically increased
in price), and of course running through a couple of bottles
of Malbec. We even managed to find a local microbrewery the
night before we headed up to the base of the mountain. Once
in the national park we arranged for a single mule to share between the seven of us, which we loaded up with white gas and
extra food. We started our first day of hiking around noon
and made quick progress to camp at 10,000 ft. We decided to
book it on up to 14,000ft base camp the next morning, which
consisted of a wild ten mile hike across a moonlike landscape
with intermittent views of the massively impressive South
Face of Aconcagua. Luckily there were established latrines to
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help us manage the previous three days of a diet consisting of
beef, wine and beer.
We rested for one day at 14k, spending lots of time in the
tent. At one point during the rest day Taylor, Joel and I laid in
the tent reading when we heard a faint sound of a liquid splatter. We looked up just in time to see a wandering dog finish
urinating directly on the top pouch of my pack.
After a good day of rest we began the trudge up to 17k.
We managed to find the most direct, steep and loose route up
the giant scree field, which was both exhausting and frustrating, but we made it none the less. We rested one day at 17k,
taking short hikes to check out the incredible views, gathering water from ice covered puddles, and taking turns chugging honey from a rogue supply we found at an abandoned
campsite. That night the wind blew so fiercely it sounded like
a freight train was screaming through the campsite, inverting
our tent poles and negating any hopes for sleep. Just as the
wind began to mellow we were alerted by the sound of Joe

Forrester Jr, who was sick with gastritis, wretching violently
from the tent next door. A couple of hours later the sun rose
and we all convened to discuss the plan. Joe was sick and in
no shape to continue on, and decided to descend on his own.
As we woefully watched one of our key team leaders disappear
over the ridge headed back down to 14k, the rest of us broke
camp and made way for high camp at 19k.
Once arriving at high camp we realized that we had sent all
but our last two tabs of iodine down with Joe Jr. We quickly
set up our camp in
a slightly drunken
haze and took shelter
in an old rundown
A-frame where we
began boiling water
and making an extremely salty batch
of mystery noodles.
Making water took
forever and Joel and
I didn’t head for
the tent until after
midnight.
Once back in the
tent we realized that
Robert Roop, our
senior climber at 62
years old was sadly
too exhausted to
safely join us on the
summit bid the next
day. Nobody slept all night, so we decided to depart from
camp earlier than scheduled and the five of us who remained
were headed out of camp at 3:30am.The summit hike was
tough on everyone; it took us several hours to make it to the
dilapidated tiny shelter at 21k. There we each choked down
a candy bar and pushed on. We donned our crampons at the
beginning of a long traverse across a mile wide snow-packed
slope and rested once again beneath a giant buttress about
800ft below the summit. From there on, our team spread out
considerably with Joel powering ahead and Joe Sr. following
shortly behind. The five of us reunited as the only group on
the oxygen deprived summit (we were actually the only group
to go for the summit that day). We snapped some quick
photos on the top of South America and raced down as the
altitude sickness began to sweep in.
On the descent Joel and I stopped at around 21,500 at a
flat ridge to take a short rest and remove our crampons. As
Joel approached the ridge he stopped momentarily to let a
jet stream of partially digested orange tang spew from the
tiny whole in his balaclava. Meanwhile Joe Sr. slipped while
crossing the vast snow slope due to fogged glasses, but was

fortunately able to self arrest within 20ft, ripping a large hole
in his down jacket.
Eventually we all made it back to high camp at 19k where
Robert held down the fort. We decided to spend that evening
at 19k where we once again stayed up late boiling water, during which Joe Sr. pointed out that I had developed a white
crust over the tip of my nose, a clear indication of minor
frostbite. On our 8th day we made the long decent back to
base camp at 14k where we met Joe Jr. and shared our stories.
As six of us
prepared for our
first night of decent
sleep, Joe Jr. stuffed
a few essentials into
a light pack and
headed back up the
mountain for a renegade style attempt
for the summit. As
the sun drew down
the weather turned
nasty and a thick
fog settled in. In the
morning we rose to
find the first significant snowfall of the
trip, with the peak
shrouded in storm
clouds with Joe Jr.
somewhere in their
midst. Before long
we were gleeful to see Joe tromping down the steep slopes
above, apparently no worse for wear.
While he did not make the summit on that stormy night,
he had made an impressively speedy track for the A-frame at
19k before wisely deciding to head down. Shortly after Joe’s
return we packed up and headed down the arid valley to 10k
where we spent our last night on the mountain.
The next morning we were chased back to the ranger station at the trailhead by an intensely beautiful burning sunrise,
providing an ominous backdrop for the daunting South face.
We ended up summiting on day seven, and we were back in
town drinking ice cold beer and inhaling giant hamburgeusas
on day ten. We celebrated hardily back in Mendoza, barely escaping the clutches of a dimly lit late night tavern of strangely
mixed patronage before all heading off in different directions
for more adventures.

[Previous page] A sweet sunset on South America’s tallest
peak. [This page] Dave Hoven’s frostbitten nose. Joel Irby
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Direct West Face, TD Tocllaraju, Cordillera Blanca, Peru
Normal Route, AD Yannapacha, Cordillera Blanca, Peru
Drew Thayer (‘11)

I

t was something of a ridiculous proposition, to take my
fresh ice climbing skills, gained last winter in Ouray and
Rocky Mountain National Park, and apply them in the vast
arena of the Cordillera Blanca. I figured every alpinist started
somewhere, so in June I stumbled off a bus in Huaraz, Peru
as an obviously misoriented gringo with a bulging backpack,
shiny new twin ropes, and no climbing partner. Luckily,
Huaraz has been dubbed the “Chamonix of the Andes” for a
reason, and my first night in a hostel I was offered a place on
a team to climb Nevado Pisco by a Czech guy. Not impressed
with his sketchy vibe, I cruised around Huaraz looking for
climbers and soon found myself in Café Andino for happy
hour. I was invited to join a table of European climbers who
were plotting a trek up the Ishinca valley. I figured five days of
acclimatization in town at 12,000 ft might be just enough; at
least I could accompany them to base camp.
We arrived at Ishinca base camp representing seven nations
and pounded coca tea while admiring the gleaming white face
of Tocllaraju. I fell into a fitful sleep, dreaming of the 400
meters of consistent ice up the headwall, and awoke inspired
enough to join Nelson, a French-Canadian, and Sebastian,
and French-born Austrian, in the torturous trudge to high
camp. Arriving in a sleet shower, we strapped on crampons
and headed off into a near-whiteout to scout a line through
the heavily crevassed glacier. With Nelson in the middle translating between my English and Sebastian’s French, we successfully navigated a path through gaping crevasses and across a
few dicey snow bridges to the within sight of the headwall.
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That night, sandwiched between two men in two-person
tent with my pulse pounding in my temples, I had my first
taste of Cheyne-Stokes breathing. We awoke to the alarm
at 1am and followed our tracks from the day before to the
headwall. At daybreak we started ascending an icy groove up
the headwall, finding little use for our snow pickets as the
face was mostly ice. Unfortunately, the weather deteriorated
quickly. When snow started sluffing down onto our shoulders
we reached a unanimous decision to cut v-threads and rap to
the safety of the glacier below.
A week later I met Nelson in the market to enjoy a onedollar meal and watch a World Cup game. Food gave way to
beer and the conversation soon turned to another attempt at
Tocllaraju’s West Face. The next few days had a great forecast,
so we agreed to meet the next morning to attempt a two-day
blitz of the mountain. Now acclimatized, we easily hiked the
8 miles to Ishinca base camp, ate lunch, and ascended the
3,000 ft to high camp. At midnight we stepped into our waiting harnesses and followed our old tracks across the glacier.
This time we had a strategy honed by our previous mistakes:
fewer pickets and a dozen ice screws so we could simulclimb
the face in a few massive pitches. I was pulling the bergshrund
[This page, left] The West Face of Tocllaraju at sunset.
[Right] Drew Thayer stands below the face. [Facing page]
Climbing endless moderately angled terrain on the face; an
alpinist’s dream. Drew Thayer
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South West Ridge, AD+ Chopicalqui, Cordillera Blanca, Peru
North West Ridge, D- Tocllaraju, Cordillera Blanca, Peru
Jeremy Roop (‘06)

I

have always been more of a rock climber than a mountaineer, but after seeing the pictures in last year’s CCAJ that
Erik Rieger (’12) took in the Cordillera Blanca, that started to
change. Dreams of El Cap and Half Dome started to give way
to thoughts of alpine starts and steep ice, and before long I
had ditched my plans for the valley, and bought a plane ticket
to South America.
I spent my first three months there volunteering in a health
center in Bolivia, an experience which both fulfilled a long
time goal of becoming a proficient Spanish speaker, as well as
taught me a ton about health care and scientific research in
the developing world. Afterwards, I made my way up to Lima
where I met my friend and climbing partner Elaine Yang, and
together we completed the much anticipated journey to the

at 2am and soon lost myself in the steady rhythm of pick…
pick…step…step, learning that it’s easy to run it out when you
can’t see your last screw. Speed was on our side, and dawn
found us well up the headwall beneath the first cliff band.
We navigated this successfully and in two more long simul
pitches we gained the summit ridge. Here I learned a harsh
lesson about the effects of altitude. The summit was within
reach, 200 meters away at most, but it took us well over an
hour of pure suffering to reach it. Trudging through sugar
snow at 19,790 ft, I could only walk in ten-step bursts, after
which I would bend over gasping. Soon enough, however, we
were standing on the summit taking in the panorama of the
Cordillera surrounding us, and I knew that the sacrifice was
worth it.
Unfortunately, a miscommunication on our two-day blitz
resulted in neither of us bringing food for a third night, so we
descended the NW ridge in a blur of exhaustion. We crossed
the warming snow-bridges on the glacier as quickly as possible, and ate our last cheese and bread while we broke camp.
From there, we set off to descend the 3,000 ft to the valley in
hopes of finding a mule which could haul our massive packs
out to the road. Unfortunately, we arrived at dusk and found
that the muleros had already left. The only commodities for
sale in the valley were warm cans of Cusqueña, Peru’s famous
underwhelming pilsner. We each sipped a can while watching
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city of Huaraz at the foot of the Cordillera Blanca.
Our first week there was spent taking a glacier travel and
crevasse rescue course on the mildly technical Yannapacha
(17,913ft). Elaine had previously spent a considerable amount
of time on glaciers, but my experience was largely comprised
of the 15 minutes it takes to cross Mills Glacier when approaching the Diamond, and we therefore thought taking a
course would be a prudent decision. On the last day of the
course we summitted Yannapacha via a series of 50-60 degree
snow slopes and a short section of ice. It was my first real
glaciated alpine summit, and I was psyched. The view of the
northern Cordillera from the summit was inspiring, like no
other mountains vista I had ever seen before, and I couldn’t
wait to return for more.

the evening fade on Tocllaraju’s summit, where we had stood
only five hours earlier.
What followed was a hike I never want to repeat. Our
voracious hunger overcame our fatigue and we booked it
through the dark for several hours before the bare reality of
a 10,000ft descent took its toll. We finally stumbled into
a farming hamlet, where a man called us to his house and
graciously offered us tea while he called for a taxi. Sitting on
his corn-cob mattress in mountaineering boots, we watched
Mexican wrestling as it crackled through static fuzz on his TV,
the only appliance in his home. I tried to ponder the absurd
intrusion of technology into this farmer’s home before waves
of exhaustion overcame me.
I woke up an hour later as the taxi pulled into Huaraz.
Nelson and I unanimously told the driver to drop us off at
Polleria Diana, where we walked in with our packs and boots
and each sat down to a roasted half-chicken, devouring it in
blissful silence.
[This page] On Tocllaraju, surrounded by clouds. Drew
Thayer [Facing page] Elaine Yang descending from the
summit of Chopicalqui on a perfect day in the Cordillera
Blanca. A large crevasse guards what looks like an easy approach from below. Jeremy Roop
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After a few rest days in Huaraz, we headed up the Ishinca
valley and set up camp amidst the throngs of mules and
guided groups at the valley’s head. A day of snow and rain
followed, and when we climbed the moderate and classic acclimatization peak Ishinca (18,143ft) on the following day, we
had the entire mountain to ourselves. Feeling more confident
after this first successful post-course ascent, we moved our
camp a few thousand feet higher to the base of Tocllaraju
(19,796ft).
The following morning we left camp around 1am, and
were moving well until we ran into two guided parties that
were having a lot of trouble ascending a short section of
overhanging ice. We ended up waiting nearly two hours for
the bottleneck to clear, and by the time we were on our way
again, the sun was already peeking over the horizon. A bit behind schedule we pushed for the top as quickly as the altitude
would allow, and after a few hours of walking up the ridge
and a final pitch of 60 degree snow, we were on the summit.
The climbing on the route had been spectacular; steep enough
to be interesting but never too difficult and I was starting to
feel more confident with my axes and really enjoy the whole
experience. The weather was perfect, so we hung out on the
summit awhile, ate a can of tuna, and then descended down
into the clouds.

After eating an exceptionally ill-advised empanada in Huaraz, Elaine and I spent the next 5 days in bed, taking turns
making the arduous trip next door to buy more water and toilet paper. A bit pressed by the dwindling number of days that
remained in our trip, we headed up to moraine camp below
Chopicalqui (20,847ft) before either of us was fully recovered.
The following day we moved camp a thousand feet higher and
onto the glacier.
The next day, summit day, was a combination of elation
and suffering. The route, which wound through improbable
and varied glacial features on the long west ridge was beautiful
and we were the sole party climbing it that day. However, a
pervasive wind threw a constant barrage of snow and ice at us
every step of the way and Elaine still had some gastrointestinal
issues to deal with as well.
We summited, took a few pictures, and promptly turned
around and descended as quickly as possible. In retrospect,
it was a wonderful exercise in high altitude perseverance and
a fitting finale to our trip. Three days later Elaine was on a
plane headed to China, and I was on my way back to the
US, content with my first endeavor into mountaineering,
and ready to begin a microbiology graduate program at UC
Berkeley.

DB “Eh?”, III 5.9 The Remarkables, Queenstown, New Zeland
Peter Kernan (‘11)

I

headed for a climb in the “Remarks” with my partner for the day, Mike Sullivan, a 46-year old solar
energy specialist and installer from Crestone, Colorado. I happened to meet Mike via an add he posted
on a local information board in Wanaka, NZ where
I’d been living for three months. The two of us set
out at 8AM to the foot of the SE buttress of Double
Cone in the Remarkables, outside of Queenstown,
NZ. Our objective was an eight pitch route called
DB “Eh?”, a play on the “DBA” abbreviation used in
New Zealand guidebooks to signify a double bolt anchor at the top of a pitch. No bolts were to be found
on this climb, however, and we were left to our own
devices for this New Zealand grade 17 climb.
Having crossed the lower section of the Grand
Couloir, which separates the summits of Double
Cone’s set of tetons and the Single Cone’s lone one,
we racked up on a small ledge five meters above the
snow. I looked up to find Mike facing me, with his
two clenched fists held out, “Pick a hand, pebble gets
first lead”, he said. I chose his left. I’m going up first,
yes! The first pitch looked easy and like a good headway into the climb. Well, I was mostly right. Most
of the first pitch was simple climbing not requir80 CCAJ

ing much protection, but rational thoughts
overcame me as I faced a potentially long fall.
Finding an anchor proved tough; a crack joining the slab and a roof next to me contained
enough moss to start a Synergy House garden
despite the fact it was only wide enough to accept a micronut. Standing above one of those
shallowly wedged micronuts, I fiddled to
place another piece. Physically and mentally
on edge, I recalled that this was not how I had
envisioned the first pitch from below.
With my anchor holding both of us, I
was relaxed by the mindset of knowing Mike
would be going up next and I would get the
mental benefit of belaying and then following the next pitch. The next couple pitches
remained straightforward as Mike and I
swapped leads up and slightly overhanging
overlaps in the rock, which made for super
fun, continuous, exposed, and, most importantly, enjoyable climbing. Before one of
Mike’s leads we realized we were a bit right
of the route and decided to traverse towards
an interesting looking chimney. The traverse
involved a downclimb over a ledge and climbing a polished, hold-less face. We eventually
reached the wide, blocky chimney and found
water seeping through on both sides. Although some friction was compromised with
the moisture, a solid number one camalot
up high provided peace of mind to top out onto easier terrain and run out the rest of the pitch. After the first pitch, I
couldn’t have asked for more, arriving at a ledge with multiple
bomber placements. I might as well have been in a hammock
on the Worner quad. Mike led up once more at which point
we decided to simul-climb for a while until things became
steeper again. I stopped at the foot of such a vertical horizon
thinking we were within a rope-length of the summit and
urged Mike to take us one more pitch to the top. It ended
up being two, but I wasn’t too far off. I belayed Mike up to
share the enjoyment of what was to be the first of three almost
equally prominent summits on the day.
At the summit we un-roped and climbed over easy 5th
class, but demanding and terrifyingly exposed, terrain to the
second of the Double Cone’s two summits. Having reached
the two summits, we decided to top it off with one more. At
the top of the Grand Couloir, the saddle between the Single
and Double Cone summits, we roped up once more for two
pitches of climbing to our final summit and to cap off our
foray into part of the Remarkables Grand Traverse. At the top,
we un-roped but left the climbing shoes on as we descended
the rock ridge leading down to the snowy flanks below. We
ignored the temptation to rappel off of a series of single bolts

down a long sixty-five degree snow couloir and continued
down some 4th class terrain on the ridge.
Eventually the rock ran out and again we were changing
footwear on a measly ledge above a forty-five degree snowfield, which like any good snowfield had bluffs below. Since
we had set out for a rock route, we saved weight by figuring
we could make it down with one rope, one ice axe, and sneakers. Traversing out, the presence of the sharp cliffs loomed
below. Mike went first, plunging the ice axe with care as he
took each slippery step. I followed, kicking steps with my
mountaineering boots and using a nut tool in each gloveless
hand, jabbing at soft snow for any purchase. I looked silly, but
I’ve always thought that silly’s my best look.
With the excitement behind us, we hiked around to
retrieve gear, and almost twelve hours later we found ourselves
ready for dinner and sleep back at Mike’s campervan.
[Editor’s Note] Peter’s story from NZ is included in this section as it was the only story from outside of the Americas.
[Facing page] Looking out at the ridge traverse. [This page]
Peter leading up some vegetaged slabs. Mike Sullivan.
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FINAL THOUGHTS
Thank you, both students and alumni, for
taking the time to read the
2010 Colorado College
Alpine Journal. Five years
ago, in my small, humid
apartment in central
Virginia, I compiled and
edited what would be the
first edition of the CCAJ.
How far the Journal has
come! From its rough
and humble beginnings,
the Journal is now one of
the most impressive and
widely read publications
about Colorado College.
Students, alumni, and
the climbing community
can now sit down, relax,
and read about the truly wonderful
and diverse adventures of their friends,
colleagues and loved ones. To all of you
who submitted stories and photos for
this year’s and past years’ journals, thank
you. You have created the soul and fiber
out of which this journal is built.
I am extending a special thank you
to all of our corporate sponsors. This
year marks the first time advertisement
space has been sold in the journal. This
was done to off-set the cost of printing
and shipping in an effort to make the
publication free to all who desire a copy.
Without the support of our corporate
friends, this plan would be un-realized,
so thank you once again.
The level of student involvement in
the writing, fundraising, and editorial
aspects of the journal was quite frankly
outstanding. Erik Rieger, whom I have
had both the pleasure of climbing and
working with, took a prominent leadership role, helping secure funding for
printing, editing, and compiling many
of the stories. Erik also was instrumental
in the final composition and editing of
the journal prior to printing. Rachel
Harris brought many fresh formatting
82 CCAJ

[This page] Joe Forrester covered in
ash while putting up a first ascent on
Chambe’s West Face, Malawi, Africa.
ideas and helped make the journal the
beautiful, well-laid out publication you
have in front of you. Matt Franco, who
has been involved with the Journal for
several years, worked hard to organize
the student editing team despite his
heavy pre-medical course-load. Drew
Thayer, a strong and motivated climber
in his own right, helped edit, obtain student stories, and secure funding. I have
worked with many groups of people,
but these students made the journal
what it is today. To my student editors
and colleagues: I thank for your tireless
work, your unbridled enthusiasm, your
honesty, and giving me the opportunity
to work with such wonderful individuals. I look forward to working with
future students who will take on your
responsibility in upcoming journals.
David Hoven was absolutely critical in the successful publication of the
CCAJ. Dave and I have been close
friends and climbing partners for
many years, on several continents. I

have always been amazed
by his tenacity, ability to
smile, and get through “the
epic.” However, despite
our climbing together, I
had never had the chance
to work with Dave in a
professional setting before
two years ago. Dave has far
exceeded all my expectations. His involvement and
dedication to this publication is second to none, and
I thank him for his inspired
ability to manage and
create a culture of professionalism at the Colorado
College Alpine Journal.
So where does this
leave us? The Colorado
College Alpine Journal is a vehicle to
unify a special and unique group of
individuals and friends. We all celebrate
life by chasing our dreams on walls and
mountains the world over. Friendships
are cemented with chalky handshakes,
great belays, terrible bivys, and beautiful sunsets. As the years pass, these
memories become even more important:
to remember, to reminisce about, to
record and to draw inspiration for new
adventures. Life continues to demand
more and more time from each of us.
This pressure on our time makes taking
moments to appreciate where we have
come from, the challenges we have
overcome, and the friendships made on
the long journey even more critical. As
the Journal continues to evolve, I hope
you will continue to enjoy reading the
stories of your friends and colleagues. I
know that I will.
Please be safe and happy climbing,

Dear journal patrons,
Colorado College students, alumni, and friends,
We hope that you have enjoyed the 2010 Colorado College Alpine Journal. In these pages you
have read about some of the past year’s adventures of Colorado College climbers old and new, both
in Colorado and around the world. Our goal is to capture the experience of being a CC climber,
and record that experience for others to enjoy, reminisce about, and draw inspiration from.
The members of the editorial staff have put countless hours into making this an exceptional
publication. In order to produce the CC Alpine Journal each year, we rely solely on grants and
revenue from advertising space. We hope you enjoy receiving the CC Alpine Journal every year
and want to see it continue. Your support will help make this possible. To help offset the costs of
publishing and shipping, we are providing ways for our readers to help support the journal financially. You can make a charitable donation to the Colorado College, designated for the CC Alpine
Journal, to help support the production and distribution of this unique publication. Contributions
can be made by any of these three convenient methods:
1) Visit http://www.coloradocollege.edu/giving/ and follow the instructions. Make sure to
specify that you would like the donations to go to the Colorado College Alpine Journal.
2) You can call toll free (800) 782-6306 – Hit menu option 3 – and you can charge your gift
with a Visa, Mastercard, American Express, or Discover card
3) Finally, you can mail a check to the Colorado College, and write “Colorado College Alpine Journal” in the memo line. Here is the address:
Development Office
The Colorado College
P.O. Box 1117
Colorado Springs, CO 80901-9897
All donations go directly to the production and distribution of the journal. The alumni and
student editors receive no financial compensation for any of their work. We would sincerely appreciate any financial support that you could provide. Please help us continue the publication of the
Colorado College Alpine Journal.
If you have any questions, comments, or concerns about the journal, please feel free to send an
email to ccalpinejournal@hotmail.com or find us on Facebook by searching “Colorado College
Alpine Journal”.
Sincerely,
The Colorado College Alpine Journal Staff
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[Back cover] Peter Kernan (‘11) and Mike Curran (‘13) descend off Crestone Needle, CO after finding too much ice
on the headwall to climb with rock shoes. Erik Rieger

